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E PRINCETON

EW HOSPITAL BOND ISSUE TO GO ON BALLOT

I Satterfield
Ined By Death,
% a l Monday

LONESOME WORKING

jinent Farmer, HorselAnd Banker Stricton
•atal Heart A.?April 4

|n of the late F. T.
Satterfield and Minnie
Btterfield, Mr. Satterfield
nember of the Elks and
lodges and a director in
Rimers National Bank,
the Eddy Creek comwhere he lived all his
was a devout member
| Rock Springs Methodist
which he joined in
(al services were conductnday afternoon at 2:30
at Rock Springs Methodrch by the Rev. Clyde
Eddyville, assisted by
fcvs. R. L. Sleamaker,
llsville, and L. J. Knoth,
Ivors are his widow, the
[Nell Prince, who before
triage was secretary of
Hospital, Paducah; a
Boyd, Princeton; four
Irs. Otis Smith, S. Jeftreet, Mrs. Roy Towery,
In street, Mrs. William
[Star Route, and Mrs.
ehnert, Detroit, Mich,
larers were Russell Smith,
loftus, Jr., Brad Lacy,
Bond, Kenneth Jacobs,
Clift, Harry Randolph
|igan Ordway; honorary
ers, J. B. Lester, Eli
W. C. Sparks, J. M.
Earl Prince, E. E. Eastay Wilson, R. U. Kevil,
Dwland, J. F. Graham,
Janks, Lindsey Wells,
fdmcoe, S. J. Satterfield,
Ratliff, W. D. Dawson,
falker, Hearne HarralD. Brown and George

Cummings and David
er received ratings of
in the 27th State High
Speech Festival, held at
April 2-5. Approxistudents participated,
ting 75 high schools as
of regional meets.

A lone supervisor mans a long bank of an otherwise empty
line of switchboards in the Newark, N. J. long distance telephone
exchange (April 7), as the nationwide strike of telephone employes gets underway., (The supervisor is not identified). (AP
Wirephoto)

Local 'Phone Workers
Join General Strike

Twenty-five workers were off
their jobs at the Princeton exchange of the Southern Bell
Telephone Co. starting Monday
morning in the nation-wide telephone strike which crippled business and caused great inconvenience here, as elsewhere.
Mrs. Elliott Brown, chief operator, is handling all emergency
calls, Hyla Mohon, district manager, said. She is being supervised by two men, John Cann
and M. R. Adair. A janitor Is
also on duty.
A small sign beside the stairway entrance to the exchange
advises the public the telephone

Calf-gram1

Mon

ender has a long-esrule that all classimust be paid for
|ordered. We cannot
oks on this business,
ut bills for the little
M 'round a collector
show any profit on
ness. Please therefore
sk us to charge clasdvertising.

workers are on general strike
and reads: "$9 for dividends but
nothing for workers".
Emergency calls being accepted include those reporting fire,
wrecks, storm, riot, serious accident or illness, death or disaster and calls for aid involving
the fire department,
doctors,
hospital, ambulance or any life
saving service.
Conferences between ttre"Company and the strikers were in
progress Wednesday, Mr. Mohon
said, but a rumor which gained
circulation here that morning,
to the effect that the strike had
ended, was without basis in fact.

Ben Kilgore Is Named
Waterfield Chairman

Ben Kilgore
Louisville, April 8—Waterfield
State headquarters in the Seelbach Hotel, Louisville, stirred
with activity this week as Ben
Kilgore, widely known agricul-

Musical Program Given
At Eastside School
Miss Martha Shultz presented
a musical program at Eastside
Juniors Present
School Monday afternoon for
riday Night
the First grades. Pupils from
Junior Class of Butler Butler who will play at the
}ool will present a three- musical festival in Madisonville
"You're Only Young this weekend played selections.
Butler High auditorfay night, April 11, at 8
Vll the characters are Three Caldwell Men To
eople, the principal, the Serve As Federal Jurors
|ie English teacher, the „ Ruble Akridge, Fredonia, and
star, honor student, the John B. Morse, Route J, Prince[man, the president of ton, have been selected from
and many others. The Caldwell county a$ grand jurors
in the office of the for the April term of Western
on the morning of the District Federal Court which
and the senior hop.
meets April 21 in Paducah. Roy

Pay For Your
lied Ads . . .

Finals Begin At
Fredonia For 14
In Senior Class

Clifton Wood President
Of Druggists' Assn.

Rumsey Taylor To Deliver
Commencement Address
Tuesday Night, April 15,
In Gymnasium

W. Satterfield, 51, promfarmer, horseman and
i, and a member of one
iwell county's pioneer
died at his home in
||y Creek community Fright, following a week's
I resulting from a heart

Cummings And
^Alexander Rate
Int In State Meet

<STIC

Number 4\

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, April 10, 1947

75

Sent was in Eddy Creek

black

ll

tO FIRST PrIXB A« K«NTUCKY'»
[IMMUNITY NEW»PAPB«. IMS

j s were Mr. and Mrs.
|i G.
Wood, Mrs. Otho
Mrs. G. W. Towery
redith "Buddy" Brown,
ank Giannini, Sr., was
liano.
ers of the young wornss of the Eddy Creek
J were flower girls, and
jwere arranged by Mrs.
Towery, Mrs. John F.
I Jr. and Miss Frances

»wn

Reader Confidence
Founded
Upon Editorial
Sincerity

tural leader, and Mrs. John Kesselring, president of the Third
District Democratic W o m a n ' s
Club, assumed their duties .as
chairman and women's chairman,
respectively, for the Clinton publisher, farmer and speaker of
the Kentucky House of Representatives.
(
Mr. Kilgore, for 10 years executive secretary of the Kentucky
Farm Bureau and more recently
assistant general manager of the
Eastern Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association, in accepting appointment to do the job
Mr. Waterfield performed for
him, when he was a gubernatorial candidate in 1943, said,
in part:
"Foremost in the minds of
Kentucky Democrats . . . is victory in November. In you they
have a fresh, vigorous leader,
with a record of performance
(Please turn to page six)

Four Butler High Pupils
In All-State Chorus
Four pupils of Butler High
School will sing with the AllState Chorus which will perform in Lexington April 26,
Miss Martha Shultz, instructor
of music, announced this week.
Those planning to attend are
Carolyn Taylor, Jeanette Talley,
Charlotte Pool and Clemma
Joyce Keeney. The All-State
Chorus is composed of boys and
girls from all over the State.

Dark Fired Sale

Final activities for seniors of
Fredonia High School will begin Thursday night,
Apr. 10,
when the Junior Class will enfwtriT'N* 1 * graduates with a
banquet
o'clock <* t h e
Princeton H o t e ^
aimounc
ed this week by Jack ByTQ,"*1**?
sponsor.
Speakers and entertainers will
be on the program, Mr. Byrd
Clifton
Pop u1 a r
said. Miss Ella Meadors is JuneleCtf
Princeton
druM-'t
ior Class sponsor.
Rev. A. L. Meacham, Daw- first president of
son Springs, will
deliver the organized West Kentue«J/-v
Baccalaureate
Sermon at 8 tail Druggists Association ^
o'clock, Sunday, Apr. 13, in the Paducah Monday night the
High School gymnasium. Hubert association will hold its meet
Jaco, principal, will introduce ings quarterly, the first being
the speaker. A quartet composed scheduled at Princeton, Mr.
Wood said.
of senior girls will sing.
Class Night exercises will be
Monday night at 8 o'clock, in
the High School gymnasium.
Rumsey Taylor will deliver
the commencement address, at
graduating exercises starting at
Member Of Pioneer
8 o'clock Tuesday night, April
15, in the gymnasium. Principal
Family Had Been InJaco will introduce Mr. Taylor.
valid Last 7 Years
The Senior girls' quartet will
Mrs. Mary King Mott O'Hara,
sing.
Clifton Clift, county superin- 89, one of the community's oldtendent, will present diplomas est and best loved citizens, and
to 14 graduates: Dorothy Sue last immediate member of one
Cash, Betty Lou Cash, Minnie of Caldwell's pioneer families,
Mallory, Mary Grace George, died at her home on Highland
Cleo McChesney, Kathleen CarAvenue Friday morning, April 4,
away, Virginia L. Stewart, Edna
after an illness which had made
Baker, Mary Helen Brown, Dorher
an invalid 7 years.
•
othy Brasher, Patsy Wiggington,
Born in the Bethlehem comCarma Mae Babb, Billy McKinmunity, near Crider, Mrs. O'ney and Kenneth Harper.
Dort>thy Cash is valedict*rianJt11tera'
her husband, the late
iH Carma
r.nrma Bahh
moved to
and
Babb, salutatorian.
salutatorian. James G. O'Hara,
Princeton
about
35
years
ago
Billy McKinney, recipient of
the 1947 Rotary award as out- after his retirement from farmstanding
youth of
Caldwell ing.
She was a devout member of
county, will be presented the
the
Central Presbyterian Church
sportsmanship medal and Dorothy Cash will be presented the and despite her illness, took an
scholastic medal by Mr. Clift interest in civic and church afat the commencement exercises. fairs.
Other members of her immedOfficers of the 1947 Senior
iate
family who preceded her in
Class are: President, Billy McKinney, vice president, Minnie death were two brothers, Dr.
Mallory, and secretary, Carma John Mott Crider, and Steve
Mott, who for many years was
Mae Babb.
a mail .carrier in the county;
sisters, Mrs. Maggie Lingenfelter
and Mrs. J. R. Crowder. Survivors include three neices, Mrs.
May Lowery and Mrs. Florence
Turley, Fredonia, and Mrs. Tom
Ray, Sturgis.
Will Publish Souvenir
Funeral services took place
Saturday afternoon, April 5, at
Programs And Sell
Morgan's Funeral H6me, with
Season Tickets
the Rev. David W. Schulherr ofAt the regular meeting of the ficiating. Singers were Mr. Frank
Princeton Board of Education, Wood, Mrs. John McLin, Mrs
April 8, the Princeton Junior G. W. Towery and Miss Virginia
Chamber of Commerce's proposi- Morgan.
tion to sponsor five home footInterment was in Bethlehem
ball games t)ps fall was accept- Cemetery, near Crider.
ed.
The Jaycees again will sell
season
tickets, usher, ad- Fredonia Baptists To
vertise, publish souvenir pro- Be Hosts To Women
gram, maintain order; sponsor
The Fredonia Baptist Church
"Pep-Rallies", operate or lease will be host to the quarterly
concessions, operate public ad- meeting of the Caldwell Assodress system, and do such other ciational Women's
Missionary
to promote Butler High School Societies for an all-day session
football, it was said.
Wednesday, April 16; it is anAs was done last year the nounced by Mrs. Percy Pruett,
Band-parents' Club will receive publicity chairman. Potluck lunch
all proceeds from sale of student will be served.
season tickets.
Under the Jaycees' sponsorship
last year, $4,390.20 was realized Bob Steyens Injured
for the proposed Caldwell Coun- When Hit By Motor Car
ty War Memorial Hospital.
R o b e r t Stevens, insurance
The souvenir program book
agent, suffered two broken ribs,
will again be published this year.
a scalp laceration and numerous
Plans are being made to make
bruises when he was struck by
this better than the 1946 issue.
an automobile driven by HewNearly four thousand of last
lett Morris, of the county, in
year's program books were sold
front of the Lowery Store, Main
at the five games.
street, Sunday night about 10
Jaycees attending the meeting O'clock. He was taken to the
with the Board of Education Princeton Hospital, where his
were J. H. Presler, president and condition was reported to be
a committee composed of How- satisfactory Tuesday.
ard York, chairman, Joe P. Wilcox and Fred Jake. •

Death Comes To
Mrs. Mary O'Hara

Jaycees Sponsor
Grid Games Again

Louisville, Ky.. April 8, (AP)
—The Eastern Fire-Cured tobacRowland was called to serve as co market at Hopkinsville Tuesday sold 151,510 pounds for $36,a petit juror.
242.51, the State Department of
Agriculture reported. The aver- Gets Nurse's Cap
McKinney tyid Varble
age was $23.99 a hundred, fl.04 \Beverly Larson, student at St.
above Monday's average.
Delegates To Ashland
Francis School of Nursing, Loyaola University, received her cap
John Owen McKinney and C.
recently in the traditional cereE. Varble are among delegates Jess Willard Lee Has
mony of the profession. She is
from the local Jaycee chapter Probation Revoked
The probation of Jess Willard the granddaughter of J. B. Boto attend the State Meet in Ashland April 25, 20 and 27. Other Lee was revoked in court Tues- hanon, N. Seminary street.
Jaycees previously designated day morning by Judge H. F. S.
are Howard York, Joe P. Wilcox, Bailey. Lee, who has been on Judge H. F. S. Bailey
Dr. El wood Cook, John H. Pres- probation since March, was ar- In Princeton Tuesday
ler, Murray Sells, William H rested in Eddyville Saturday
Circuit Court Judge H. F. S.
and
charged with Bailey, of Madisonville, was in
Stout and Charles "Pete" Rus- morning
drunkeness.
sell.
Princeton Tuesday morning.
M.rjtJ»ifri

H. C. P'Pool, Jr. Heads
Junior Conservationists

At a recent meeting of the
Princeton Junior Conservation
Club, H. C. P'Pool, Jr., was
elected president; James Ladd,
secretary; and Tommy Sholar,
secretary. The group is sponsored by the Fish and Game Commission in conjunction with the
Caldwell County Sportsmen's
Club. W. D. Armstrong serves as
senior counSeler. There are 40
paid members of the junior
club.
'
i
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Fiscal Court Agrees
To Let Voters Decide
Butler Soloists,
Band, Glee Club
In Music Festival

Cars Needed To Take
135 Young Musicians
To Madisonville
April 11 And 12

Winners of contests
among
soloists,
held at Butler High
Schools last week, will go to
Madisonville April 11, to represent Princeton in the annual district Music Festival, K. V. Bryant, band director, said Monday,
tier's Band and Girls' Glee
go to the district festival A& r U 1 2 , t o c o m P e t e i n
, , Groups. The band will
events for
.
.
,
.. • wntest numbers, two
play as its c o . ^
b
Keler
overtures, "Lusts^?C '' R0 J bbe ,
Bela, and "The
to
Automobiles
are neT^
transport about 35 contests
to Madisonville Friday, April 11,N
and about 100 Saturday,
Mr.
Bryant said, and requested interested persons who will volunteer to take a carload to contact
him at the high school.
Those who will compete for
Princeton in the solo contests
are: Joann Pickering, flute; Bobby McConnell and Robert Franklin, cornet; John Newsom, trumpet;
George Webb,
Hewlett
Young and Jerry Loftus, B-flat
clarinet; Jimmy Boren and Billy
Mitchell, baritone; Jimmy Clayton and Harold Creekmur, trombone; Patsy Horn, E-flat saxophone; Jimmy Ladd, tenor sax;
David Alexander, French horn;
Don Gregory, snare drum; Connie Brasher, bassoon and Rosy
Beck, E-flat clarinet.

Charlton Gresham III
Of Mercury Poisoning
Miss Charlton Gresham, 39,
is critically ill at the home of
her mother, Mrs. Charlton Gresham, Madisonville street, as the
result of mercury poisoning,
Mrs. Gresham said Wednesday
afternoon. The poison tablets
were taken Tuesday afternoon
and as The Leader went to
press, it was not known whether
the sufferer could survive. Miss
Gresham was formerly' an employe of the County Health De.partment and, more recently,
worked in Louisiana. She returned home last Sunday, following a visit to her sister, Mrs.
Nettie Feeney, at New Orleans.

Jaycees And Kiwanis
Pass Up Horse Show

Public To Be Asked To Donate Funds To Start Project,
With Bonds To Furnish $100,000 More Needed
For 30-Bed Health Institution; Federal Funds,
When Available, Could Be Used To
Build Addition

Prospects for the proposed new Caldwell County W a r
Memorial Hospital grew appreciably brighter Tuesday following agreement by the Fiscal Court to submit a bond
issue question to the people on the general election ballot,
in November.
William M. Jones, George Eldred, N. B. Cameron, J. B. Les$775 Of $1,000 Easter
ter and Mr. Simmons, representSeal Quota Obtained;
ing the Incorporators Committee,
Drive Ends Wednesday
appeared before the Fiscal Court
Approximately $775 of Cald- Tuesday morning to request subwell county's $1000 goal for the mission of the bond issue for
Kentucky Society for Crippled the hospital and to ask whether
Children has been raised, Dr. the court would, if the bond isJ. J. Rosenthal, said this week, sue is voted, agree to lease the
with all reports not in. Under new hospital to the Incorporathe guidance of Mrs. J. L. Walk- tors or to a hospital board of
er, Butler High School , girls trustees, yet to be named.
raised $62.92 Tag Day, April 5.
Both
propositions received
Sales of seals at Eastgide school, approval of the court, with
under the direction of Mrs. Paul the provision that the tax
Cunningham, netted $46.25. Mrs. levy proposed in the bond issue
Hillery Barnett's room sold the not exceed 10 cents on $100
most
worfh of property. Such a tax
levy, Mr. Simmons said, would
produce about $100,000, according to advice of a large bonding
company interested in the issue.
The motion to place the bond
issue on the ballot this November was adopted unanimously
but did not include the proposed
Losses R a n g j * * 1 ' ? ^
e
lease. Members of the Fiscal
$3 To $300, t n s u r t ? £
this is the proper manner in
Agencies Report
Court expressed the opinion that
ich to assure efficient operaDamage caused by high wif"* i
the new hospital but left
last Saturday and Sunday a
arrangement to be
mounted to at least $30,000 in
a later date,
Princeton and Caldwell county,
indicated he
it was estimated this week by
ting of the Inlocal insurance agents.
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ittee this weekAltho all reports are not in,
corporatorltH0**g more than 100 buildings hav«
end, in a effort to set up
already been listed as suffering
gram under which the recently
some damage, the insurance men
named finance committee would
said.
proceed with a campaign to obThree barns were blown down
tain at least $50,000 in donations,
and two were badly damaged,
the remainder of the $150,000
while many buildings suffered
needed for a 30-bed hospital to
the partial loss of roofs, and
be sought via a bond issue.
other damages.
It is the consensus of the InLosses reported ranged from
corporators, Mr. Simmons said,
$3 to $300.
that the best thing to do is to
One insurance agency report- proceed with plans for a 30-bed
ed losses were the heaviest in hospital, with construction to bea long time, while another said gin at the earliest possible date;
damages were about the same and then to use federal funds,
this time as January 29 and should these become available,
March 24.
to build an addition, in event
This same agency reported a larger hospital is proven to
that since January 29, his com- be needed.
pany had paid more than $7,000
in windstorm losses.
The wind was strongest about
2 o'clock Saturday afternoon.

oes $30,000
turday

Rotarians See Film
Observing Army W e e k
Sgt. Bert Leiber, U. S. Army
recruiting service, aided by Sgt.
Raymond Nicholson, presented a
movie film at Tuesday night's
Rotary Club meeting, showing
the Medical Corps in action. It
was part of the local observance
of Army Week. Bill Pressler was
the guest of Joe Wilcox and
David Alexander was present
as Junior Rotarian for April.

Princeton Jaycees voted at
their weekly meeting last Thursday night not to sponsor a horse
show for Princeton this year.
Similar action was taken by the
board of directors of the Kiwanis
Club at the April meeting Monday afternoon. It is believed no
other local organization is conPvt. William" Chumley
sidering this promotion, tho it
was reported several individuals Serving In Japan
might attempt the venture.
4 Pvt. William Chumley, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Blalock of 102
Dawson Road, is serving with the
Presbyterian Church To
99th Field Artillery Battalion of
Show "Barabbas" Friday the famed First Cavalry Division
A sound motion picture, "Bar- in the occupation of the Japaabbas", will be shown at 7 nese homeland.
o'clock Friday night, Apr. 11, at
He attended
Butler
High
the Central Presbyterian Church, School before entering the Army
Rev. David W. Shulherr said in August, 1946, taking his
this week.
training at Fort Bragg, N. C.,
Plans were previously an- and going overseas in November
nounced to have the picture of that year.
Sunday, April 13, but due to
rearrangements for the use of Spend Easter Here
the projector and film in other
Mr. and Mrs. J. »R. Stallings
churches of the Presbytery, this and daughter, Norma Lee, Dechange, has become necessary.
troit Mich., and Mr. and Mrs.
This showing is open to the Howard Stallings and sons, Ronpublic.
nie and Darry Lee, Louisville,

Three Youths Take
Rabies Treatment
Toon, Humphrey And
Hillyard Boys Bitten
At Fredonia

Three youth of the Fredonia
neighborhood are being treated
at the county health office for
rabies, Dr. W. L. Cash, county
health officer, said this week.
They are: Franklin Toon, 12;
Virgil Humphrey, 14, and Philip
Hillyard, 13. Toon and Humphrey are orphans, living with
Luther Sullivan. Hillyard is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Belknap
Hillyard.
One of the youths was bitten
by a dog owned by Belknap
Hillyard. The other two had
abrasions on their hands which
were licked by the dog, Dr. Cash
said.
The dog was killed and the
head sent to the State Department of Health, Louisville, where
presence of rabies was indicated.
The youths began treatment
last Thursday and must have
14 "shota", Dr. Cash said, to be
free from rabies.

James C. Hood Has
Reenlisted In Hrmy
James C. Hood, Route 3, Dawson Springs, has reenlisted in
the regular army for a 3-year
spent the Easter holidays with period, Sgt. B. E. Lieber, reMrs. E . Childress In
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dav- cruiting officer for this area,
Hopkinsville Hospital
id Stallings.
said this week. He will be asMrs. Elbert Childress, E. Main
signed to the First Cavalry divStreet, underwent a major operaision and will serve in Toyko.
tion Tuesday morning at the Mayfield Man Named
Jennie Stuart Hospital.
Chairman For Dummit
Sgt. Lieber To Speak
Louisville—(/P)—Attorney Gen- To Marlon Legion Post
Oldham And Allen To
eral Eldon S1. Dummit LexingSgt. B. E. Lieber will discuss
Speak On Farm Program
ton, a candidate for the Repub- the Army at 7:30 o'clock at the
Pollard Oldham and Charles lican nomination for Governor American Legion post in Marion,
Allen will speak on the Farm of Kentucky, has announced se- April 14.
Program at 11:30 o'clock Friday, lection of Vaughan I. Wlman,
Apr. 11, over the Madisonville Mayfield, as his State Campaign * Mrs. S. J. Lowr^ visited relaradio station.
chairman.
tives in Hopkinsville Monday.
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,

Julian Huxley, A Cultural Misfit

Pennyrile Postscripts

Newspaper folk, as a rule, are not
blessed with an over-abundance of religion, and the writer is no exception . . .
but was shocked out of his customary
evening calm one night recently by a
feature article in Life magazine which
told about Julian Huxley, atheist and
grandson of the noted British biologistatheist, Thomas Henry Huxley, and his
work as director-general of the United
Nations' educational, scientific and cultural organization.

This la a very modern age,
Atomic power's all the rage,
We've soapless soap and Vitabars;
Soon plastic-cushioned trips to
Mars.
BUT:
Careless drivers still are interred,
Dead as ancient Dodo bird.
—National Conservation Bureau
*
*
•

It strikes us this is indeed a sad commentary upon the churches and a blow
at religion
generally
throughout
the
world, at a time when Christianity has
the enormous task of rebuilding its
shrines and the faith of the peoples of
many lands in the God of Love, whose
son's resurrection we celebrated
last
week.
The Peace on Earth, Good Will Toward
Men ideology, around which millions build
their hope for a better tomorrow, is to us
the hest and highest form of culture; and,
can we separate religion from culture, in
this chaotic world, devastated by the
worst war in all history?
W h a t kind of culture can the United
Nations have without religion?
Only a
much greater development of man's inhumanity to man, it seems to us.
And what kind of culture does Mr. Julian Huxley propound, as the representative of the nations which profess them-

v
LC
'
je

I«
r
U

selves and their peoples to be peaceloving?
W e are not among those citizens who
were greatly disturbed, back in the days
when the late great William Jennings
Bryan staged his "Monkey Trial", down
in Tennessee; for we went to a State university and knew then, as now, thflt the
Darwin theory was not taught
fact
and that the college professors to whose
teachings we had been exposed did not
tell students that "Jesus Christ was descended from a monkey", as some charged.
Thomas Huxley it was who developed
the theory that man is descended from
the anthropoid. Darwin's works are more
or less common reading now and enlightened
persons
know evolution
means
change . . . which nobody can deny is
taking place daily, as well as generation
after generation.
But, having no fear that Darwin's theory will ever break down man's conviction that he is above the brutes, or his
craving for a higher and better plane,
through religion . . . we nevertheless deplore, as most persons we know will, we
feel sure, the fact that, through Bome
mischance, Julian Huxley, atheist, has
come to fill a place in the nations' pattern
for a peaceful world, for which he is, in
our judgment, wholly unfitted and in
which he can do a great deal of harm to
the cause of right and brotherly love
on Earth.

What Have We Here?
Which came first, the chicken or the
e g g ? is a question we're still unable to
answer. But, which came first, Harry Lee
Waterfield's announcement for the Democratic nomination for governor or Congressman Earle Clements' pre-announcement letter? is not so difficult. From the
stories in the Courier-Journal of March
23, it is obvious that Waterfield's statement was first, but they were so close
together that one would suspect a spy
in the Waterfield camp. The stories, both
dated March 22, are certainly striking in
their similarity.
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Thursday, April 10, id

KENTUCKY
deny

BY G . M . P .

her sights to have some fun the
next S years . . . before We get
into a war with Russia.

that

his

candidate,

Mr.

Clements, had fought tooth and
toe-nail to rip the TVA.
*

*

*

Harry Lee Waterfield was
reared at Murray, in Kentucky
AM who have ever tried to. Lake's backyard, and is red hot
help friends who, the Lord pity for proper (development of this
'em, become candidates for of- great recreational facility. Mr.
fice at one time or another,
Clements' home is not too far
are aware there are numerous
away from the lake . . . but, I
tribulations along the political
submit, if he is on the KU's
pathway;
but
our neighbor,
side and wants to rip TVA . . .
Congressman E a r 1 e Clements,
which of these candidates may
J. B. Lester, president of the
seems to be having more than
be expected to do most about
Farmers National Bank, celebrathis share. Just before visiting
ed his "business birthday" last
Kentucky Lake's development?
Princeton last week, Mr. C was
*
•
*
week . . . the 30th anniversary
out his automobile two days, a
of his start with the First NaHubert Young, chief mogul of
thief having swiped it from a
tional Bank. He said the day he
the Draft Board here the last
parking lot in Louisville.
went to work was railroad pay*
*
•
six and a half years, said he was
day and he was plenty busy.
certain of onie thing, as the ofNot long ago, Pennyriler wrote
*
*
•
ficial end of Selective Service
Now we will see big hills made a brief letter to the Office Cat, came last week: He is going to
Hopkinsville New Era, pointing
into little ones, said a drug store
take his three months backedout
that Harry Lee Waterfield
coffee drinker the other day,
up leave, coming to him under
had fought the TVA's battles in
when told Edwin Lamb has acregulations.
the
Legislature and Earle Clemquired a bull-dozer.
This ma*
*
*
ents
had
been
chief
proponent
in
chine is only another asset the
Plastics have their uses in
county has acquireo recently to the State Senate of the Kentucky newspaper shops too, in this age
Utilities Company's TVA ripper
help .along the road to better
of rapidly development of new
bill. The Cat published the item
farming. It is a time and money
things. See the big Bjick ad, on
and then asked Thos. R. Undersaver and has many uses.
.
Page 10. It is printed from a
wood, native of Hopkinsville and
•
•
*
new kind of plastic matrice .^K
State campaign chairman for
Day id howled
because
he
replacing costly agd.
Mr. Clements, if he cared to
couldn't go to school and Jackie
metal. Lighter,-very much cheapreply.
laughed at this absurdity last
er to r^jrice and mail, the plastic
*
•
*
_
Friday. David was really con•mats wi\l do much toward imcerned because he had to miss
Mr. Underwood did, qQ(i ais proving cut and picture service
seeing Poppy Pickering do her
piece was publjahflj} } 8 i t Thurs- for all newspapers.
stuff as Snow White in the school day. IfrifcjJfr
Lexington editor
*
*
*
pageant.
ancj elements chief said all he There's nothing like a wedding
*
*
*
/ " owed the KU is his electric bill, To make a fellow learn—
Martha Sevison, home on Vaca- that Clements was not unfriendly At first he thinks she's his'n,
tion from Cornell's n u r j ^ train- to Kentucky Lake and declared But later learns he's her'n.
ing college, in Neif York. told himself for better bream and
(Office Cat, Hopkinsville New
her admiring frtf ay,e was setting bass
but couldn't, of course, E r a )
*

*

*

Studies

Washington Letter
WOMAN'S COMMITTEE
.
LEAKNS WHAT COOKS
By Jane ^ads
Washington—Bean soup in the
Senate restaurant,' a visit to the
White House and talks by Eleanor Roosevelt and Gen. Dwight
D. Eisenhower highlighted the
convention of the Woman's Action
Committee
for Lasting
'Peace.
The soup, a favorite noon-day
dish of lawmakers on Capitol
Hill was the piece de resistance
at a luncheon following ,a visit
by about 200 of the Committee
members, representing
more
than 40 states, to their senators
and congressmen.
Courtesy of the restaurant was
extended through some senators'
wives who are themselves members of the Women's Action Committee.
The "hostesses" included Mrs.
J. William Fulbright of Arkansas,
Mrs. Carl Hatch of New Mexico,
Mrs. Homer Fergu.sonr£.
gun and
Ball of
Mtai^ra." Mrs. Vernon Bundy,
* 3aUghter of Senator Reed of
Kanias, assisted.
In their visit to the capitol
the women urged their representatives to full participation by
the United States in the United
Nations. Speeches and round-table discussions centered around
the theme, "Hopeful progress toward lasting peace," with emphasis placed on letting the
women know what's cooking, for
"Knowledge is power."
Vilhjalmur Stefansson, the not-

ed explorer, who plans to i
minimum of three ye g r , totn|
ing a 5,000,000-word Encycwi
in Arctica, hud to reject jj
bank checks because they
printed "Encyclopedia Act
without the "r".
, Dora Loues Miller, who
been engaged in public reUtfc
for more than 25 years Ln f r i
and the United States, »ay,
hocum days of the early
agent are over.
"Editors
aren't sapi
oughtn't to be taken for ,
she told the Worth's Ad\>3
ing Club of Washington. |
"Personal integrity is )U|J
important in public relation

in private relations."
Just back from a trip to J
is, Mrs. Miller summed up
situation in France:
"Fashions are wonderful,
colder than billy-be-damnedi
all the children are hungry,
She urged Americans to L
j C f - t S t n little
O
such as cocktails to send fj
parcels and warm clothing to]
occasional French family. •

The average wage rate paid|

hired U. S. farm workers in if
was $91.40 a month con
with

$84 during a compare

period in 1945.
•

e

Judging

tone of the first

the ^j^-primary

Democratic

The first U. S. rongresii*
appropriation for military avj
tion was in 1907 when an
plane was bought from
Wright brothers.

F
c
t

K . reliction of

EU ^JSf,
* the e^valent
P\Ln possibilities
[5)0,000 barrels ,
'' 19*6 consumptil
f j , was U trillll

for
R^FONSUMPTION

' „, 390 billion c
to 1,805 billion
cod of 1941,
the W> natural
v t i comf
b
Ik requirements of
•
expand'

^expanding drill
, in an attempt to
ion. In Califor
hand, war-t

FOR
I Four-room dwe

tw0

cam-

ticity -

p a i g n O ^ ^ i n g f to be one of those outIn his announcement, Waterfield listm/gjifPfrtock-down, drag-out, smear-theed three issues in the forthcoming cam-1 { < a » f - * f a e types that usuallv end in the
paign, They were: 1. The people of K ^ ' . , S e c t i o n of a Republican. W e might sugtucky versus the privileged interest ^
ges* to future-candidate Clements that
Private utilities versus T V A
REA
his campaign will probably fare much
and 3. The ability to perfonr
filtered
better if he pitches it on a plane of pubby special interests and
r>»mi_
lic good instead of the lower plane of decians.
Released
s i m g ^ J g ^
f r o ^
nial and counter-charge.
Clements h e a d o n ^ * * ^ ^ . ^
to
(Carrollton News-Democrat)

S
o

\Corb Gt

»

numerous Democrats in the state was a
letter which said in effect that 1. Clements does not represent the privileged in- .
terests, 2. Kentucky is big enough f o r , both public and private utilities, and §
Clements has not made any deals to g a j n
support " f o r m y candidacy. It hi$* ^ot required bargains or trades." Two m i n d s
there are, it seems, y - ^ b u t
three
t h o u g h t s - a n d it i s i j ^ ^ difficult to see
which m i n d % M g - h t first.
shots,

^ p n M O ^

locat^

Ky.

'Another nice
- up ill-A-1
' of water.

ou Beat It?
Consider the editor!

A child is born

unto the wife of a merchant in the town.
The physician getting
editor writeth

a

100 plunks.

stick and

a half

The
and

telleth the multitude that the child tip.
peth the beam at nine pounds.
lieth even as a centurion.

Yea, he

And the proud

father giveth him a Cremo.
Behold, the young one groweth up and
graduateth.
And the editor putteth in
the paper a swell piece. Yea, a peach of
a notice. He telleth of the wisdom of the
young woman and of her exceeding comeliness. Like unto the roses of Sharon is
she, and her gown is played up to beat
the band. And the dressmaker getteth
two score and four iron men.
And the
editor gets a not^ of thanks (maybe)
from the sweet girl graduate.
And the daughter goeth on a journey.
And the editor throweth himself on the
story of the farewell party.
It runneth
a column solid. And the fair one remembereth him from afar with a picture pos-

! I

tal card that costeth six for a jitney.
Behold, she returneth, and the youth
of the town fall down and worship.
She
picketh one and lo, she picketh a lemon.
But the editor calleth him one of our
promising young men and getteth away
with it. And they send unto the editor
a bid to the wedding, and behold the bids
are fashioned in a far city.
Flowery and long is the wedding notice
which the editor printeth. The minister
getteth his bit.
The editor printeth a death notice, two
columns of obituary, three lodge notices,
a cubit of poetry and a card of thanks.
And he forgetteth to read proof on the
dead, and the darned thing cometh out
"Gone to Her Last Roasting Place."
And all that are akin to the deceased
jumpeth on the editor with exceeding
great jumps. And they pulleth out their
ads and canceleth their subs, and they
swing the hammer even unto the third
and fourth generations.
(Publishers Auxiliary.)

See these bej

John
Insurai
25
Thi» !« th "•mporory world-wide pattern of our new port-war Army. Under every far flung
America it flag. Army men are working, teochlng, protecting. Whatever the iurroundingi
they are eating plenty of good American food and playing at the »port» they've always loved.

'SinHopkS

pends upon their training, tact and firmness.

day threats to international

THE PRINCETON
QRACEAN M PEDLEY
EDITOW ANO PUBLISH**

tern. You don't see their
. |You see only the day-to-

is disappearing. W e are losing 400 farms
The farm brokers of the United States,
the men who negotiate the buying and a day through erosion, leeching and soil
selling of farms, probably know as much exploitation. Every last acre in Iowa beabout what creates farm values as any gins to feel the pressure of world need
group in the country. It is their business and want. There is no more urgent and
for ourselves and
to set a proper value on farms, to prove important necessity
that the farms are worth the price asked, those who come after us than to conserve
and to be so fair in their transactions the heritage which we have in our soil.
that they will earn and accumulate the This is our ultimate, our real and our
good will which is essential to any con- only wealth."
This conclusion has been reached by
tinuing business.
The InstiToday these farm dealers, organized as other groups in other ways.
the Institute of Farm Brokers, are carry- tute of Farm Brokers has added its forceing on a campaign to encourage soil con- ful appeal to that of others' who agree
servation.
Their purpose is, of course, that conservation of the American farm
to stabilize their business, but they state is necessary to hold the country's place
also that they owe their country their as the strongest influence for permanent
(Ashland Independent)
peace.
service.
Their reason for urging conservation is
set out in their statement as follows:
A single contour map of the coast of
" O u r country still has enough soil to
produce food for our people with a little California required 1,300,000 soundings of
to spare, but our own margin of safety coastal waters.

PUBLISHED EVERY

much of the permanent success of world peace de-

names in the headlines.

Lost: 400 Farms A Day

fgM

Y e s — these men fit the pat-

THURSDAY

Entered as second claa* matter at Princeton. Ky., under

the

DOROTHY A N N D A V I S
AovtirriBiNo MANAOKM
Act

of Consreei pf

March

existence

of these well-equipped, well-trained men

helps to dispel. For your new Regular Army is a
team — so co-ordinated and so streamlined that every
man's job counts heayily toward our vital post-war
goals here and abroad.

lishing justice abroad, many thousands more are
perfecting new equipment and techniques at home.1
To mention only a few-they've developed a rocket
take-off device which enables a B-29 to use 700-foot
runways-instead of those 3000 feet and longer. The'
Chemical Corps has adapted flame throwers to runway
ice melters, surplus liquid fire materials to pure soap,
smoke generators to orchard crop protectors. These

Ever/ American citizen can be proud that these goals

developments-and more-are finding their way into

are being attained with a minimum number of men

civilian industry and agriculture.

This efficiency stems from an all-out spirit of purpose.

The Regular Army served the nation ana mankind

Today, Regular Army men know where they're going.

victoriously in the war just past. It is serving now to
make a bright new tomorrow a better today
for
everybody.

They are soundly indoctrinated in our commitments
in these four corners of the earth. They know that
SPACE FOR
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MEMBER or THE ASSOCIATED PRESS—Th* Associated Press I* exclusively eotlUed to dispatch** credited
to It. or not otherwise credited to this paper, end also the local news published herein.
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ASSOCIATION
MEMBER NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION
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security which the mere

While thousands are creating good-will and estab-
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Beard Tops AP
All-Garden Five

Studies W
yrb Gas
fern Haugland
The federal govunates that the Unitated a trillion cubic
^al gas a ^ear, about
as much as it prol a n ago.
loss is in "flaring"
LUch of it deliberate,
tcing field. Many oil
trticularly in Texas,
^-product gas to eserence to marketing
ehy coming under
restriction of the
Commission,
wastage for 1944 was
the equivalent in
(ion possibilities of
68,000,000 barrels of

1946 consumption
was 4.J trillion
E.pm.'l
•
dTvisioOW
„
inistration for war,
Bt consumption inI 390 billion cubic
to 2,805 billion cue end of 1941.
e war, natural gas
was comfortably
requirements of' a
erately expanding
said.
demands resulted
nt increase in conmie areas, such as
hian region, were
iminishing reserves
expanding drilling
an attempt to iniction. In California,
r hand, war-time
nes

ltura>.-gM

difficult; wer* largely the re
suit of ^adequate transmission
facUitiei
Natui
gas consumption rose
from i
trillion cubic feet a
year at he start of the war to
4.0 trillion cubic feet in 1946.
The percentage of increase, by
areas: Appalachian, 15 percent;
Midwest, 23; Southwest, 45;
Rocky Mountain, 4; West Coast,
13 percent.
The southwest region, including Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Mexico and
Texas, contain almost 75 percent
of the nation's natural gas reserves. The Panhandle oil and
gas field in Texas, with more
than 1,500 wells, furnish the major portion of gas transported
through long-distancq pipelines
Btataa.
I
producing
IfdKTOC where fulel
costs are much higher, wastes
comparatively little, and is preparing to draw upon the
supply through a line
construction from west Texas.
California distributors charge
from 10 to 15 cents a 1,000 cubic
feet for natural gas, compared
with four to seven cents by
Texas distributors.
Pew estimated that on Jan. 1,
1945, the U. S. had a proved natural gas reserve of at least 135
trillion cubic feet in the oil and
gas fields, some 30 times the current annual rate of withdrawal
and 50 times the immediate prewar rate. He added:
"Great quantities of natural

IFOR SALE!
^ur-room dwelling; 38 acres good land
ricity -- located on highway -- near FreJKy.

condition -

electricity --

>f water.

'

ie these before they are

gone.

John E. Young
Insurance Agency
Princeton, Ky.

IS In Hopkinsville,

JlonWfeHiqed

Vitamin

Princeton Cream & Butter Company

Ky. Farm N e w r

Announces Detail
$20,000,000 Price Reductions

YOU!

SPECIAL — THIS WEEK ONLY

t

Remember!

FREEI

Or, for our out of town customers, if
impractical to furnish article to be
covered, we will make an allowance
($10.00 on a two piece suite) in lieu
of the free tailoring service.

Offer good for one week only!

DRAPERY SHOP

Altogether, more than half of the company's
customers will be benefited by the reductions,
which range from 1 % to 23.8 % and from $2.50
to $300 per item, based on list prices, F.O.B.
Chicago.

Our ability to maintain these lower prices
will depend on the supply and price of materials
we buy from others and on uninterrupted production at reasonable wage levels.
The prices listed here carry out our announced policy that "Any price is too high if
it can be reduced."

Festive Slip Covers that FIT and FLATTER Your Furniture
slip cover fabrics are in. Wide or narrow stripes, glowing sojid colors
-splashed florals that fairly breathe the breath of spring.

These reductions were made not because of
any decline in demand, but because we believe
nothing is more important to this country than
to lower the prices of the goods people buy.
While prices have not been changed on all
products, we have made reductions wherever
possible, in the amounts possible. Prices of
many of our most popular products have been
substantially lowered.

Since the people have demanded that the
government withdraw from price control in
peacetime, the responsibly to keep prices in
check is back where it should be—in the hands
of business and industry. The business outlook
makes it possible for us to move toward the
goal of lower prices, and we have felt a duty
to act as promptly as possible.

SLIP
COVERS
for SPRING

FABRICS TAILORED INTO SLIP C O V E R S •

,

PB»

W e have j u s t the right
De Laval
i i
Separator
for

ie week only we have a sep of fine fabrics from which
ase will be made into festive
measure—slip covers at no
•charge.

MiUk

M

fiother nice dwelling -- about onq acre
-- up in A-l

By Jim Becker
(AP N*w*feetur*e Sport* Rdlter)
New York ~ Most of the nation's top basketball stars stopped off at Madison Squsre Garden during the season Just concluded to do battle with a local
team in one of the 28-actioncrammed double-headers on the
Garden program.
The cotches of the host quintets—Nat Holman, of City College, Joe Lapchick of St. John's,
Clair Bee of Long Island, Ken
Norton of Manhattan, and Howard Cann, N.Y.U.—looked over
the cage stars carefully, and
then chose the annual All-Garden team exclusively for AP
Newsfeatures.
BETTER FAMILY NUTRITION - milk's natural goodness plus
Players from local schools
were not considered. Cagers
400 U.S.P. units per quart of Vitamin D -- for longer-lasting bones
from 47 teams were eligible.
The coaches chose a first and
second team after pondering the
and teeth.
rosters, and the team their ballots named Is composed of:
Ralph Beard. Only unanimous
CREAMERY-DELICIOUS FLAVOR -- homogenization puts
first team choice, this highscoring play-making ball hawk
^HOOPER GETS n v m o LICENSE- of the Kentucky Wildcats sparkcream in every drop, peps up meals, between-meal snacks, bed» -41 J2t of Thornfield, Mo., who is ed the Rupprpen to a position
tu<~.cU Heriio
h»roUy (April 4) upon
as the most feared cage team
time raids on the ice-box.
*he waist, smiles hfc^^rm. Heriford is a pa=|
Wirephoto) in the nation. He led the Cats
certificate at Memphis,
to a 70-50 win over St. John's
Veteran's Administration hospital. \4Jlv
during
regular
season play.
Beard » five feet, ten inches tall
gas have been wasted in the past
ton, Irv
and waste still continues alcan dribble faster than
though on a greatly reduced
»
,
can run.
Two carloads of beef calves
classy
The
scale. This waste is confined to
Phone 161
, h>g ^ j ^ i o n
oil field gas. Waste from dry are being fed by Breckinridge many
Arnott
•
chosen
county
4-'ers
for
the
state
fat
gas fields has been almost encattle show and sale in Novem- blond star of Vfcu.,. J 1943. A
tirely eliminated.
tournament winners w^j passer,
ber.
"Reasons for the waste are
on the Garden tMnn in .ow tor
One
hundred
miles
of
REA
numerous and complex—some
prolific scorer and classy ped St. Tests Show Need
lines
will
provide
electricity
for
avoidable, some unavoidable. Gas
Ferrin was the whole
wastage during the war was a 400 farm families in Trigg the Utes when they w
S Y ^ Of Soil Builders
result of high rates of oil pro- county.
John's
in
regular
season
Following tests of 97 soil samFeeding a warm mash each
duction without adequate means
Gerald
Tucker.
A
six
lOvV
T
m Pulaski county, Hugh
of handling the accompanying afternoon, Cantfey Williams of four inch pivot man, this rugged
agent, told farm\im
Owsley
county
gathered
an
avacid soils
natural gas, shortages of materOklahoma star was a standout pies * 'A bough
bought
to.
"***«Mi or four tons
ials and manpower for installing erage of 24 eggs a day from 35 all season and rose to heights as Hurst,
adequate facilities for handling pullets.
the Sooners slapped the first de- ers, that strt,be s®*» njoderately
Businessmen in Wolfe county feat of the year on City College. should receive tt»T,atoes> ^htly acid
this gas, lack of local markets
strawberry A rugged rebound expert, he of lime to the acrc,Tneat>' 'talfa.
for the sale of the gas, and purchased 2 , 0 0 0
market prices too low to justify plants for 20 members of 4-H scored 18 points against City acid, two tons, and slig.anc*
and controlled both boards.
the necessary facilities for gath- clubs.
soils, one ton to grow a«L' i®
A Pike county hatchery gave
ering, treating and handling the
Don Barksdale. Tallest man For other crops, no limestoi—
4-H club members a special rate on a quintet that boasts no was recommended for slightly
gas.
which saved them $42 in Feb- "goon" player, six foot, six inch acid soil.
"Much is being done toward
ruary.
Barksdale led UCLA to the PaciMost of the tests showed lack
conservation through improved
Strawberry growers in Whitley fic Coast Conference title in the of phosphate. An application of
production practices and the establishment of markets for ad- county have made arrangements southern division eand poured in 400 to 500 pounds of 20 percent
ditional gas. Principal among the for shipping surplus berries har- 23 points against NYU in his superphosphate or 1,000 pounds
improved production practices is vested from 30 acres set last Garden appearance. In addition of rock phosphate was suggested.
to his prolific point making abil- Some soils were found low in
the return of gas to the reservoir, year.
ity, Barksdale set up plays, pass- potash, and applications were
commonly called pressure mainand ran with the agility of Recommended, especially for totenance or repressuring to mainS A L S B U R Y SAL aed little
man and was fine on bacco growing.
tain reservoir pressure and inRebounds.
crease ultimate recovery of oil.
Ernie Vandeweghe. Possessor
California furnishes an outof an amazing variety of shots,
When Disinfecting
standing example of how adeVandeweghe tossed in 22 points
quate price and markets can conIs )four Chore,
against NYU, and was a onetribute to the elimination of
pan team for Colgate. A fine
Use PAR-O-SAH—
waste and the efficient use of
passer, he also plays a tremendIt Does lots More/
oil field gas. In that state favous defensive game.
orable markets with adequate
The second team is made up
prices reduced the waste of gas
For disinfecting poultry houses
of Leland Byrd, West Virginia's
a n d equipment, Dr. Salsbury's
to a-negligible amount."
sensational point maker; Bob
P A R - O - S A N can't be b e a t e n !
The American Petroleum InGensichen
of Western Michigan
Efficient, e a s y to use, econstitute and the American Gas
who joined the Dow Chemical
omical—and pleasant
Association in their annual reDetails of the recently announced International
—
Co. pro team at season's end;
in odor I
port estimated the recoverable
A1 Groza, Kentucky's six foot,
Harvester policy of making price reductions
reserves of natural gas in the
seven center; Kevin O'Shea,
to save users of our products approximately
FARM TRACTORS
United States Dec. 31, 1946, at
Notre Dame's scrappy freshman,
$20,000,000 a year have now been worked out.
12 Models
160,575,901 millions of cubic
and Bob O'Shaughnessy, Nevada
We
have
reduced
prices
on
163
models.
These
feet.
Reduced
$10
to
$134
(up to 10.6%)
sparkplug.
cover 12 basic models of farm tractors, 123
Getting Ready
The Nicholas county beef catThe weasel, polecat and stoat
basic models of farm machines, 16 basic models
for Your Chicks?
MOTOR TRUCKS
tle program includes a cattle
are all members of the same
Let Us Help You
of industrial tractors and engines, and 12 mod12 Models
and pasture tour August 16.
mammal family.
els of motor trucks, as well as certain motor
The highest stone in an arch
Reduced $50 to $300 (1.9% to 3.6%)
truck attachments. The new lower prices are
Wood Drug Store
is known as a keystone; the
effective
as
of
March
10,1947.
Phone 611
Prlnoeton, Ky.
lowest, a springer.
•

^ W H E T H E R you separate the milk from a few cows
or many you want the cleanest possible skimming
and highest quality cream. You want this top performance from exactly the size and style of separator
that fits your requirements . . . and at a price that fits
your purse.
• De Laval makes exactly the Separator yon need . . .>
and we are your Local De Laval Dealers...the people to
capacity De Laval World's Standard Series . . .)
provides unequaled De Laval quality, clean skimming
and long life. All can be washed easily in two minutes
Df LAVAL WORLD'S STANDARD SERIES-3 (IZRf
DE IAVA1. JUNIOR SERIES —4 SIZES

Robinson Implement Co.
Hopkinsville Road

Phone 127-J

25 More Types of Products
H o w s — 5 2 models reduced from $9.00 to $20.00
( 3 % to 1 0 . 7 % ) .
Cultivators—13 basic models reduced $5.00 to $10.00
( 4 . 5 % to 7 . 4 % ) .
Uetors and Mlddtabuiten - 7 models reduced $5.00 In
each case ( 2 . 8 % to 4 % ) .
Com Planters—4 basic models reduced $5.00 in each
esse ( 3 % t o 4 . 8 % ) .
Brrti Drills—11 models reduced $14.25 to $20.00
( 4 . 4 % to 6 . 3 % ) .
Mowere—2 basic models reduced $4.00 and $11.50
( 2 . 5 % and 6 % ) .
Swoop Rake—1 model reduced $5.00 ( 5 . 5 % ) .
Pickup Hay Baler—1 model reduced $75.00 ( 4 . 1 % ) .
Self-Propelled Combine—1 basic model reduced $122.50
(3.4%).

INTERNATIONAL

F A R M MACHINES
123 Models

Reduced $2.50 to $122.50
(1.9% to 23.8%)

INDUSTRIAL TRACTORS
(Crawler)—4 Models
Reduced $35 to $50 (1.0% to 1.6%)

mmv mm m
mmmt

aaSBw

Ensilage Cutters—3 models reduced $22.75 In eacn
case (4.8% to 7.1%).
Ensilage Harvester—1 model reduced $33.75 (3.9%);
Hammer Mills - 2 models reduced $5.00 in each case
(1.9% and 3%).
Lime Spreader—1 basic model reduced $2.50 (4.9%).
Power Loader—1 model reduced $25.50 (8.9%).
J
Manure Spreader—1 model reduced $13.00 (3.5%). "1
Milker Units—2 models reduced $12.00 and $17.00
(14.4% and 18.4%).
Milker Vacuum Pomps—2 models reduced $17.00 in each
case (11.5^ and 19.6%).
Portable Milker Vacuum Pumpt—2 models reduced $17.00

in each case (11.3% and 11.7%).
Stainless Steel Milker Pads—2 models reduced $5.00 and
$10.00 (18.5% and 23.8%).
Cream Separators —4 models reduced $13.25 in each
case ( 8 % to 1 0 . 4 % ) .
Tractor Trailer—1 basic model reduced $12.75 (tf.5%);
Milk Coolers—5 models reduced $8.00 to $18.00 ( 1 . 8 %
to 4 . 3 % ) .
Industrial Tractors ( W h o o l ) - 4 basic models reduced
$19.00 to $66.00 ( 1 % to 3 . 4 % ) .
Imkistrlal Power U n i t s — 8 models reduced from $10.00
to $150.00 ( 2 . 3 % to 1 1 . 4 % ) .
Motor Truck Attachments—7 items reduced from $ 6 . 2 8
to $268.00, including a change in specifications on
two items.
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Fredonia News

received eight new members into
its fellowship on Easter Sunday
morning: Grace DeBoe, Mary
C^alg, Mrs. Alan Murphy, Mr.
and Mrs. Dale Inman by letter
and Alan Inman, 'Pommy Bishop
and Naney Klaproth by profession of faith.

INSTITUTE SPEAKERS

•^Mr. and Mrs. Hollls Wring and
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Smith, who
daughter, Patricia, and Mr. and made their home in Detroit for
Mrs. H. H. Wring, Evansville, several years have moved to
were, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Crayne.
Cecil Brasher Sunday.
Floyd Ordway attended funMrs. C. T. Henson returned eral services of Dique Satterfrom Riverside Hospital, Padu- field Monday afternoon.
cah, Friday. She is convalescing
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
from an appendectomy.
Huston Vinson Sunday were Mr.
/ M r , and Mrs. W- M. Young and Mrs. M. R. DeBoe, Mr. and
spent Sunday with their son, Mrs. Roy Boisture, and son ElCadet Billy Sam Young, student dred, Mrs. Gladys Walker, and
at Military Academy, Columbia, son, Tomy, Miss Ronnie WilTenn.
liams, Robert. Earl and Susan
K'Mr. and Mrs. Chester Miller Vinson. An Easttr egg hunt was
and son, Danny, Ted Feagan, enjoyed in the afternoon.
and Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris
Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Baker,
were In Columbia, Tenn. Mon- Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Baker and
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Baker atDOUGLAS ENSMINOER
JAMES W. SELLS
Ed Maxwell was the dinner tended a homecoming in Benton,
guest of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Monday.
Speakers at the 10th annual Rural Leadership Institute at
Guess and Miss Nell Guess SunMr. and Mrs. Malcolm Long the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home
day.
have moved to Chicago, where Economics April 22-24 include the Rev. James W. Sells of AtMr. and Mrs. Norman Brown, they will make their home.
t
lanta, Ga., religious editor of The Progressive Farmer magazine,
Mrs. Laura Brown and Mrs. Rex
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry and Dr. Douglas Ensminger, social scientist of the U. S. DepartBrown were guests of Mr. and and boys, Wayne and Donald, ment of Agriculture at Washington.
Mrs. Reed Brown Sunday.
Evansville, were Sunday' guests
"Toward a More Effective Town and Country Church" will
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kirk, of his mother, Mrs. Belle Lowry, be the theme of the three-day conference, which will be attended
Waterloo, la., are visiting Miss and family.
by town and country pastors and other church people, social
Imogene Wigginton and Seth
Mrs. Essie Rucker left Monday workers, agricultural extension agents and other community
Wigginton.
They are enroute for Birmingham, Ala.,
where leaders.
home after spending the winter she will spend several months
in the Rio Grande Valley.
with her daughter, Mrs. Lee Detroit, are visiting relatives !
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ray, Sturgis, Brantley, and Mr. Brantley.
Mr. Donald Brasher, student
visited friends and relatives here
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Parr left
Monday.
Sunday for their home in De- at Bowling Green Business UniMr. and Mrs. Willis McCrack- troit, after spending Easter holi- versity, spent the Easter holien and Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Dun- days with his mother, Mrs. Flor- days with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Brasher.
can are moving to the apart- ence Parr.
ment house of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Ophelia Dority, Nashville,
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert DeBoe
Chester Miller.
and little daughter, Betty Jane, Tenn., was the weekend guest
of Mrs. Ambie Fuller and daughter, Hazel.
Mrs. John Quertermous returned from Louisville last week, 1
where she was called by the '
serious illness of her sister, Miw
Florence Dixon.
Mrs. Reed Brown and daugh- ,
ter, Doris, spent the weekend " r*
Crayne, as guests of Mr? ' -J in
Cruce.
Sarah
«*
Mrs. Delmarr
father, Edwa^f f^Bfadshaw and
• FERTILIZER
• BLUESTONE
Evansville
Boone, were in
Allen^Wflast Monday.
i n ^ f f T - 'Fuller, student at Bowl'cbc ' &reen Business University,
p spent the weekend
with his
mother, Mrs. Ambie Fuller.
S O Y BEANS . . . PEAS . . . RAPE
Mrg| James Tabor and son
SUDAN G R A S S . . . S W E E T SUDAN
»
spent several days last week
with her sister, Mrs. Raymond
WILLIAMS C A N E . . . M I O S f a
Moore, and Mr. Moore, in
ALFALFA . . . LADINO
Grove's Center.
Mrs. Willis Butts, Indianapolis,
Ind., was the weekend guest of
Mr. and Mrs. John Butts and
other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cunningham and daughter, Suzzanne, Decatur, 111., spent the Easter holidays with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. M. S. Lowery.
J Miss Gladys Ruth Moore,
Grove's Center, spent several
days this week with Miss Dorothy Brasher and Miss Hazel
Because of the gulf stream,
Fuller.
H U D S O N 5 0 0 CHICK SIZE
Iceland's coastal climate is comMiss Ada Lee Leeper spent parable to that of Washington,
ELECTRIC BROODERS
Sunday as guest of her brother, D. C.
Frank Leeper, and Mrs. Leeper
in Madi«onville. Mr. Leeper is
In Hopkinsville It's
confined to his bed after suffering from a heart attack.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jones are
the proud owners of a new Ford.
(INCORPORATED)
Mr. and Mrs. Leland"?3tovall,
Murray, spent the weekend with

For Your Plant Bed

FOR SEEDING

CAYCE-YOST CO

SECOND BAPTIST
Rev. A. C. Sullivant, Morehove, Ma,, will preach at the
Second Baptist Church Sunday
morning, April 13 at 11 o'clock,

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler. Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Warship
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
B. E. Glasgow, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday evening
prayer i
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m. ,
Everybody welcome.

that pioneered and is continu-

just announced that the Ford

ing such a clear, realistic aiui

three-window, six-cylinder busi-

progressive policy.

below

This

price

prevailed

proof

reduction,

last

tempofall.

plus

those

last January

15th,

makes the Ford business

coup«

announced
and

the two-door,

sedan

reduction
that

the

still

further

Ford

Moto<

American Public the most valufl
at the lowest possible price.
A n d we feel certain that if
will

play a definite pact ia

lowest priced cars in their field.

and sensible prices, and a secure

W e Ford Dealers are proud

future for consumer, seller and
producer alike.

Phone 100

Princetort

I l o p k i n s v i l l e

IIRoom Outfit
DLL
YOU S A V E $ 2 2 . 5 5

on B E N R U S w a t c h e s .
gives you

The Year's outstanding bed room bargain

endur-

Includes Quality, Quantity, Price.

ing dependability and
Itruly remarkable value.

4-Piece Bed Room Suite : — Built of durable material
for long service — vanity dresser 4 2 " wide — roomy

For Outside Use
•

PORCH AND FLOOR

•

SCREEN ENAMEL

four drawer chest and conventional type bed with
posts of 2 l / y stock.

Lovely bench to match.
Price $109.95

ENAMELS

90 coil tempered steel spring—helical top and heavy
angle iron base—comfortable and durable. Price $12.95
2 nice pillows—17x24—curled chicken feathers and

•

•

VARNISHES
•
ENAMELOID
• SEMI-LUSTRE

•

FLOOR ENAMELS
• KEM-TONE
FLAT-TONE

durable A.C.A. ticking.

•nOStt . . » Haodtome If
| l « i ' yallow gold color

watch with matcklag e«-

lul v*llo* fold color
engraved CMO wlHi metcbeipeealo* bracelet. 17
jeveta.

ors—very attractive.

over

Price $6.95

50 pound Mattress, comfortable, covered in attractive
striped ticking—completes a beautiful and comfortable bed.

Price $19.85

that finishing touch to help make your bed room a

Phone 32 V

PLAN, T O O —
SHOW YOU

LET US
TODAY

2 Lovely Crystal Vanity Lamps—Beautifully designed
and with ruffled and pleated parchmount shades. Adds

In Green, Red, Black, G r e y — for protection and beauty
in 1 and 5 gal. cans

A N D AVAILABLE O N
OUR REGULAR BUDGET

^ ^

W e have it in 1 gal., 5 gal. cans; 50 gal. drums,
S A V E YOUR R O O F I W E HAVE

all

floral pattern—colors in Green, Rose, Blue, Fast Col-

GOV EM THAIS . . . Iee«*-

Whiten up your Fences, Outbuildings, G a r a g e s with

Price $2.95

Monument Bed Spread—woven type with

panto* bracelet

beautiful and attractive place to live.
Price Ucludei Federal Tea)
Credit Term

"Your credit is good
Use itl"

I

C h a m b e r s - M o o r e Motors

i n

Price $7.90

YOU

PAY

ONLY $2.40 A WEEK

Keach Furniture Co
(Incorporated)

THE BIG STORE —

9 FtOORS —

your

when accidents occui

speeding the return of sound

to be part of the organization

9i

Company leads in offering the

P,ECE

W E HAVE PAINT FOR YOUR HOMES

Will pay

the

pilots everywhere depend

smart styling,

which

rarily discontinued

( / o r split-second precision;

BENRUS

that

Accident

W e consider this newest Ford

dollars

twenty

when this model was

Official Watch of Famous Airlines

COVER
THE
EARTH

HU first meeting ««
Blue Spring., just off U
Princeton Highway at t
section of the Eddyyji
way. This meeting Wj]]
10 o'clock and lait m
noon, so bring your li
Redford is intereated In
al churchea and will i
1 laving every rur»l p,
as many of his ptopl
slble.
G. R. Pendergraph

The Ford Motor Company hai

tion at a price

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, Minister
Sunday, April 13, 1947
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
10:45 a.m. Morning Worship.
"What is Healthy Religion".
5:30 p.m. Westminster Fellowship.
7:00 p.m. Evening Worship.
Friday, April 11, 1947.
7:00 p.m. Showing of the film,
"Barabbas". The public is invited.
Central Presbyterian Church

K E A C I I ' S

HAPTIST RURAL PAS ORS
ASKED TO MEET APli 11
Friday. April 11, Dr. Courts
Redford, assistant seen a.y of
the
Baptist
House
Mission
Board, will be in our region.
He wishes to meet with all the
pastors, especially rural pastors

ness coupe is back in produc-

CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
preach at the Cedar Bluff Baptist Church at 2:30 o'clock Sunday.

A t

and It 7 o'clock that n|jt. H«v.
Sullivunt has been lnv^d hero
by the pulpit commltte« i and all
members are urged tl attend
these services.
'

KEACH'S HAS ITI

COMPLETE
111 W. Market St.

i S ^ g j l ItBurtday,
"lc*tin|

14

rin «».

f

lutt 0(

tv...

_

April 1 0 ,

lounty Agent's
Column
By J. F Graham

" j

ruj
bit

d
I

Common seoura In calves in
noninfectious form, the usa y m p t o m being a soft wadischarge. The usual causes
overfeeding, irregular feedgulping of milk, varying
Kperatures of milk at feeding
e, abnormal milk, dirty utenihilling, and sudden changes
I feed.
The scouring calf should be
on half feed at once and
Ick the above
mentioned
It is good practice to
Lp calves hungry. The use of
pie pails will overcome gulpof milk. Young calves should
[fed milk at a temperature of
legress to 100 degrees F. Pens
lild be dry and clean, well
[jed and free from drafts and
lighted.
in a weakened condition
eggs may be given the
ring calf to supply vitamin
bnd to he lP make up for the
need milk supply. To check
scouring, a mixture of one
mineral oil to two parts
nth subnitrate may be givte-half to one teaspoonful of
n cture every 4-6 hours, deuiing on age, size and severof the attack,
though not nearly as comLn, white scours is much more

/leddent

Veterans' Wi*»s
Study Homemaking

MARINES FLY COVER FOR AMERICAN EVACUATION TRAIN

Forty-four veterans' wives are
enrolled in the Asbury Homemakers Club, Jessamine county,
the president being Mrs. Leon
Gibson, whose husband is a student in the Asbury Theological
Seminary. Home Agent Dorothy
Darnell reporta that lessons on
child training and refinlshlng of
furniture have been studied by
the 268 members in 11 homemakers clubs In the county.
The Library of Congress contains 700,000 maps.
infectious and usually occurs a
few days after birth, producing
a yellowish-white diarrhea and
may be passed on to the entire
calf crop. At first sign, the veterinarian should be consulted.
He should be familiar with the
use of some of the new drugs
in treating this difficulty.
Prevention is better than cure
in the calf pen, which along
with the calving pen, should be
cleaned and
disinfected frequently.
Ringworrrf is contagious and
can spread rapidly over a group
of calves. It appears as roundish
spots of scab-like crusts. Infected
animals should be isolated and
quarters disinfected. Each spot
should be soakpd with warm
water and soap and the scaly
surface brushed off; then treated with repeated applications of
tincture of iodine.

9*vLuSicutce

Will pay your hospital and doctors bills
newest Fori

when accidents occur.

further

. . . Call . . .

>rd Moto(
offering the
imostvtliN
jle price, f

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE

that it
ite part id

111 W. Market S t

Phone 81

of sound
id a secure
r, seller and

HOW YOU WILL
BENEFIT BY READING

11

r

i a 7 g l

tfea world's doily eewtpopor—
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR.

>tors I
Princ

You will find yourself one of
the best-Informed perion* In your community on world offoirs when
you. read this world-wide doi/y newspaper regularly. You wHI gain
fresh, new viewpoints, a fuller, richer understanding of today's vital
news—PLUS help from Its exclusive features on homemaking, ed
turn, business, theater, music, rodlo, sports.
tribe new to
his ipeciol " j e t - * Y T 1 The Christian Science Publishing Society
P8-S
Kquainted" offer V ) W . One, Norway Street, Boston 15, Moss.. U. S. A.
- 1 month f o r $ | V ! *
Enclosed is SI, tot which please tend mo Tho Christian
8 fundi) "
J^J Science Monitor for one month.

Uiten to ' The Christian \ Name

. ..

, .,

I City

zone.

Carlisle County
Jackson County
Russell County
Jackson County
Magoffin County
Owsley County
Boyle County
Marion County
Jackson County
Johnson County .

r
L

Fredonia, Ky.

;!

i

For All T i m e . "

We Stay and Pay
"When you buy insurance from this Agency,
you are bringing security home.

Ky.
Ky.
Ky.
U.S
Ky.
Ky.
Ky.
Ky.
Ky.
Ky.

203
203
103
13
102
203
103
103
103
102

164 Bu.
163.3
161.5
153.3
151.2
147.7
149.6
149.4
149.2
147.3

MONDAY

I

Mfl T ITT T in th* T rKTTNP

T

flTHTTM'/

When You Want to

BUY

Established
1907
But

332HEQ

SUNDAY

CRPITOI.

Radio
——a*-

Or when you need

Repairs

AND

FRIDAY

Features at
1:15-3:17-5:19
7:18-9:19
MERRIE MELODY CARTOON — "EAGER BEAVER"
MOVIETONE NEWS OF THE WORLD

Call

SATURDAY

Princeton
Lumber Co.

APRIL 12

Phone 260

OPEN 10 A. M
Features at
10:54-12:29-2:04
3:39-5:14-6:39
8:04 - 9:29

THE MOST j k t k - j f a b SECRET OF ALL.TIME!

Walt Disney's DONALD DUCK in '^Double Dribble"
LAST CHAPTER! "KING OF THE FOREST RANGERS"

TOMMY

Af-O-M
PRESENTS
THE
PICTURE
OE
PICTURES—

JIMMY

JANET

DORSEYDORSEY BIAIR
in the joy-jammed story of these musical maestros

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED HYBRID C O R N
Won 9 out of First 10 in White Corn Ear Corn Show.

'THE FABULOUS D0RSEYS'
PAUL WHITEMAN and SWINGDOM'S GREAT

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED HYBRID C O R N
Won 8 out of First 10 in The Yellow Ear Corn Show.

ANIMAlL

COMEDY

ODD

OCCUPATIONS

PARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS

This Yeat Plant Kentucky Certified Hybrid Corn
Grown In Kentucky For Kentucky Soils

i i H i f i i i i ' i m

WALT

We Have The Following Kentucky Certified Seed Corn:

DISNEY'S

Ky. 103 Yellow
U. S. 13 Yellow

^

>DAY

.

Be sure that the corn that you buy is CERTIFIED by the STATE and Not
The Grower

Mitchell Implement Company
Phone 242

Read our Ad next week for more Information on Kentucky Certified Seed
Corn.

'

LUN01GAN

Dealer

One Acre Class:

201 E. Market Street

11

ft WHITEMAN

Allis-Chalmers

The following is a list of names and yields of corn in the Kentucky Corn

'EEK

JANET

Wm. M. YOUNG

•''I Kentucky Corn Derby

Ky. 203 White
Ky. 72B White

JIMMY

A VALUABLE
DOCUMENT

IN THE 1946 1 ACRE CLASS O F THE

US

A
thorough
inspection
by
TERMINIX tells you definitely
the extent of termite damage
in your property.
Nineteen
years of experience wjth more
than 100,000 satisfied clients is
your assurance of TERMINIX
reliability.
Ask today for a
free TERMINIX inspection.

News From The Past

Wins 9 Out Of 10

IDGET j

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

DORSEYDORSEY BLAIR

" N o t For A Day,

ON

The Installation of 200 home
water systems is a goal this
year of farmers In Boyd county.

TOMMY,

Kentucky Certified Hybrid

Bardwell, K y .
Tyner, K y .
Fonthill, K y .
Peoples, K y .
Royalton, K y .
Sturgeon, K y .
Parksville, K y .
Raywick, K y .
Annville, K y .
Paintsville, K y .

GARDEN

Fifty-two thousand pine and
locust seedlings have been set
by 4-H club membera in Calloway county.

Hotbeds
Although some communities
Stains, Dullness Vanish from
are adequately served by local
plant growers, and many more
DENTAL PLATES PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
through merchants who handle
KKrnltf anda m u y , harmfal
t»i ta.hinf Jaat pal »om plat*
shipped-in plapts, there are inPhone 260
or krldfa la a (las* of water,
stances in which home gardeners
add a little Klaeaite. P...to I
Authorised Rapreaentetlve of
Stalaa, daater* odor, dlarelomight do well to grow their own
Ohio Valley Termini* Corp.
rations disappear. Year leelh
plants In a hotbed.
Atflfj
sparkle lika >>«
Ask roar
dragsiat today lar Klernil*.
Because the needed number of
I Aa A d r a r l l i a d In " T h e
plants is seldom great, the bed KLEENITE the Brushless
Way
may be small. It also may be Qet K L E E N I T I t o d a y a t t h e T o T n s r
just a simple affair. For ex- Drug Store and oil good druggists.
ample, the customary pit may be
omitted; the heating material,
horse manure, spread on the
CHARLES R. ROGERS presents
ground 12 inches deep, and the
frame made of 10-lnch boards.
A 3-inch layer of fine soil makes
the seed bed, and the hotbed
A Marine observation plane flies low over a special train bearing U. S. Army personnel and
is completed by covering it with
their families as it travels the 100 miles .from Peiplng to Tangku in war-troubled China. Air
feed-sacks.
cover was to watch and report possible blown bridges pr damaged rails during this mid-FebOr, a pit may be dub 10 inchruary movement. (AP Wirephoto from Marine Corps)
es deep, to receive 6 inches of
It'i the entcrtainment-jammetl
life atnry of tb* fahuloua.
poultry
droppings
and
tree
The sea lily actually belongs
fighting Do racy brother*...
leaves, half and half, and, after
to the animal kingdom.
Mr.Trombone and Mr. Sail
this has been thoroughly soaked
with water, 4 inches of soil. The
\ V 1 ' i j 11 11
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
frame is set on and the cover
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
stretched to make a good hotbed.
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceThe size of the bed depends
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced Just as the Princeton reon the number and kinds of
porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
plants to be grown.
/February 8, 1916. Miss Lucille j McDonald, of Dixon, Mrs. J. T.
One "special" could be yelSmiley, of the Harmony country, McDonald and Mrs. Jas. L .Wahl,
low-resistant Wisconsin All Seait attending school at Bethel Fe- of this city, will leave Sunday
son cabbage, difficult sometimes
foir New Orleans Mardi Gras,
male College at Hopkinsville.
to obtain, but necessary to use
and will stop over to visit Nain gardens where ordinary frostproof varieties fail. However,
February 8, 1916. Born to the tional cemetery at Vicksburg
such seed is obtainable almost
wife of H. J. Keeney, of Paducah and several points on their reSWiMCSaeWS
everywhere, and a packet sown
on February 5, a (TC5 pound turn trip.
<3PEATCSt
in
a
furrow
30
inches
long
girl, named Katherine Roberta.
with PAUL
JIJ
One
CSRC/VT FILM
should make 60 plants.
March 10, 1916. Miss Gladys
Next, 6 inches away, could
Charlie Bamet
February 18, 1916. Misses Em- Waggener, who is attending the
come a row of Calabrian booccoHenry Busse
ily Wilson and Frances Eldred K. C. W. at Danville, happened
and WILLIAM
Helen O'Connell
li and a row of Snowball cauliand Mrs. M. R. Kevil went to to a painful accident last TuesBob
Eberly
day
while
playing
basket
ball,
a
flower, which often cannot be
Nashville Saturday to attend
Y o u r doctor's prescription la a valuable
Ray Bauduc
bought locally. At the far edge
Puccini's operas "Madame But- finger on her right hand being document. More then a piece of paper
Mite Pingatore
Sara Allgood
bearing
queer
worda
and
odd
character*,
could be sown a packet of Rutterfly" and LaBohcme" given by dislocated.
it represents hia year* of training, expeZiggy Elman
gers
tomatoes.
Rutgers
is
among
Arthur
Shields
the Boston Grand Opera Co., in
rience and (kill applied directly to your
Art Tatum
the most meaty tomatoes; its
March 14, 1916. Mr. and Mrs. individual case. Y o u r prescription deconjunction with the Pavlowa
S t u a r t Foster
serve* the care and accuracy exerciacd
seeds are few, and its quality is
C. F. Holcombe and little son, b y our registered pharmacists, and the
Imperial Ballet Russe.
« d Tommy Dorsey's
and uniformity of the prescription
superb. Besides, it is resistant
Chester Shelby, of Perry, N. Y., purity
Orchestra
chemicals and drugs we dispense.
to wilt
Md Jimmy Dorsey's
February
18, 1916. Messrs. are visiting Mrs. Holcombe's parWe use Morel fteacrioHon ChemWa
Orchestra
In about a month the cabbage,
Webb Pruett and Claud Croft ents, Dr. and Mrs. P. R. Shelby.
broccoli
and
cauliflower
should
and Misses Ada Pruett and MaWYLIE and WILLIAMSON
be moved into the garden to alPHONE 126
bel Hoover will go to Louisville J March 28, 1916. Misses Dorothy
low transplanting the Rutgers
to see "The Birth of A Nation" Ratliff, Marjorie Kevil, Elizabeth
Mahan
and
Gladys
Waggener,
of
seedlings,
3 inches by 3 inches.
at Macauley's theater tomorrow
the Kentucky College for WomThese, set early i n June, make
night.
en, Danville, are spending a
late-summer and canning tomatoes.
February 18, 1916. Mr. K. P. week's vacation here with homeAuoc itfcfPriiducer John W. Rogers • Original Screenplay by Richard English, Art Arthut, Curtis Kenyan
Hobgood and family, who moved folk.
m*c<4 by CHARLES R. ROGERS • duscm by ALFRED E. GREEN • Released thru United ArtnB
The homemakers market in
to Ada, Oklahoma last March
Hopkinsville
has
averaged
nearBoone
county watermelon
have returned to Princeton to
ly 100 customers each sales day.
haye
purchased
50
reside. We gladly welcome them growers
and
Livingston County Cooperative
pounds of Klondike wilt-resistant
to our midst again.
Soil Improvement Association is
seed.
planning to distribute 30,000 tons
After trying a small plot last
»
*
t
February 22, 1916. Miss GeorFeatures at 1 : 1 4 - 3 : 2 0 - 5 : 1 5 - 7
7:20-9:25
of limestone this year.
gia Pasteur has returned from year, Garrett Wilson of Bell
Madisonville where she assisted county sowed two acres of ladithe Circuit Court Clerk the no clover this spring.
OPEN DAILV
first two weeks of the Hopkins
1:00 P.M.
Circuit Court.
Continuous Show
4 March 3, 1916. Mrs. Fred K.

Insurance Agency

W. A. Scott
Wm. Ray York
Ernest Smith
Wm. L. Sturgill
Willie Shepherd
Herbert Wilson
John C. Overstreet
P. E. Hughes
Homer Riley
Joe Grant Neal

THE

By JOHN S. JARDNBH
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Homo •oonemlc*

C. A. Woodall

Street

Derby
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Deaths-Funerals

Big Tourist Season
Seen For Kentucky

(Continued from page one)
and devotion to duty . . . in the
people's welfare. These things
are necessary to awaken Democratic enthusiasm . . . for victory
in November.
" You foresaw the present deplorable teacher crisis and, if the
House budget, supported by you,
had been adopted . . . the present educational crisis would have
been averted. You led the fight
against the TVA ripper bill and
you always have worked for an
expanded REA program. To you,
as House Speaker, goes a great
deal of the credit for new recognition of the importance of farmto-market roads . . . and the appropriation ol $5,000,000 annually for this purpose.
"I know you will be nominated
in August and this will assure
Democratic victory in Novem
ber."
Mrs. Kesselring's statement, accepting the Waterfield appointment as State Women's chairman, said, in part:
"As Democrats, our objective
is to replace a Republican Governor with a sincere, forth-right
Democratic successor. Harry Lee
Waterfield has the skill and
knowledge to meet this responsibility. He can w i n in November.
"Mr. Waterfield is a farmer,
and knows the problem of those
who wrest their livelihood from
the soil. He is a businesman,
t ^ .jujblisher of two newspapers, and for 10 years, has served with distinction in the Legislature. Because of his progres-

Frankfort, April 6 — Twentyfour thousand maps and folders
have been distributed by the
Division of Public Information,
Kentucky Department of Highways since January 1, J. Stephen Watkins, Commissioner said
today. The material was mailedin response to requests from
Individuals and tourist agencies.
"From the huge volume of inquiriers, a big season for tourists during 1947 is indicated,"
Mr. Watkins said.
sive record as Speaker of the
House, I know he will give th$
people of Kentucky an administration of achievement."

Waterfield Gains
Another Strong Aide

Louisville, April 9, (AP)—Ben
Kilgore, chairman of Harry Lee
Waterfield's campaign for the
Democratic nomination for Governor, announced Tuesday appointment of John M. Hennessy,
of Louisville, as vice-chairman.
Hennessy was Jefferson county campaign manager for Senator Alben W. Barkley in 1944
and was campaign manager for
Mayor E. Leland Taylor in 1946.
"I feel I am, in a manner of
speaking, picking up where I left
off in 1943," Hennessy said. "In
that campaign with Mr. Kilgore
as spearhead, we fought for the
same things we are supporting
today."
%
Kilgore said that "personally
and politically I could not ask
for a better break than to have
the opportunity of working side
by side with John Hennessy in
this vitally important campaign."

Compare
These prices on First Quality Paint —Red Spot House Paint — $5 in 5 gal. lots.
Gallon Gallon Quarts Pints Pints

$5

$2.75

$1.50

.85

RED SPOT FLOOR ENAMEL 4

2.40

1.25

.65

c

RED SPOT Enamel Undercoater 4

2.40

1.25

.65

1

RED SPOT PERMAL1TE

4

2.40

1.25

.65

RED SPOT LINOQUICK

5

2.75

1.50

.85

.45

RED SPOT SHELLAC

5

2.75

1.50

.85

.45

RED SPOT White Creosote

3.75
1.70

.90

.50

3.00

1.70

.90

RED SPOT 4-HR. ENAMEL

RED SPOT FLATWALL PAINT 3
CASEIN (Original Cold
Water Paint)

Rev. C. ft. Barnes

Rev. C. R. Barnes, 63, pastor
of the Walnut Grove Baptist
Church, Caldwell county for
many years and a former chaplain at Eddyville penitentiary,
died Thursday night at his home
on Marion Road, following a
paralytic stroke which he suffered that afternoon. He had
been ill a year of a heart ailment.
The Rev. Mr. Barnes had been
a Baptist minister more than 35
years, and formerly was pastor
of the Olivet Baptist Church,
near Paducah.
Survivors include his widow
and two sons, Chief Petty Officer James Barnes, at sea with a
naval force, and Joe S. Barnes,
Navy veteran, Princeton; his
mother, Mrs. Grace Barnes,
Princeton; three brothers, Luther,
Princeton, Crawford, Hampton,
and Hanson, Cleveland, O.; a
sister, Mrs. Smith Hobgood, Calvert City, and brother-in-law,
Paul E. Steward, Paducah.
Funeral services were held at
Walnut Grove Baptist Church
Sunday afternoon, with the Rev.
E. G. Sisk officiating, assisted
by the Rev. H. G. M. Hatler.
Burial was in Meeks Cemetery.

Mrs. Cenie L. Mitchell
Mrs. Cenie Lucille Mitchell
was born Feb. 28, 1906, and
died April 4, at her home in
Princeton. Funeral services were
held at 2:30 o'clock Sunday afternoon at the Second Baptist
Church, with the Rev. L J.
Knoth officiating.
Burial was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.
Survivors include: husband,
Roy Mitchell; parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jeff Jones; two daughters,
three sons, two brothers and
three sisters.

Mrs. Harry Patterson

H

k
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Joiner's

Mrs. Harry Patterson, 60, died
at her home in Princeton April
8. Funeral services were held at
2:30 o'clock April 9 at the Morgan Funeral home. Burial was
in Cedar Hill Cemetery. Survivors include her husband and
several children. Sons and sonin-laws were pallbearers. Flower girls were granddaughters.

Mrs. Bessie Vinson
Mrs. Bessie Vinson, 46, died at
her home at 3 o'clock April 9,
in Caldwell county.
Funeral services will be' at
the White Sulphur Church at 2
o'clock, April 10, with the Rev.
H. G. M. Hatler officiating. Burial will be in Meeks Cemetery.
Survivors include: husband,
I Mack, and five children, Young,
1 Lucy,
Gloria, Twya and Mrs.
I June Strong of this county.

saassr

"Your Paint Store of Friendly Service"
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New Fast Trains
To Start Apr. 27

Farm Promotion Wins
Prize For C-J & Times

Princeton has been selected as
one of the stopping places of
America's longest-run day train,
the Illinois Central's City of New
Orleans, which will go Into service Sunday, April 27.
This announcement,
made
Tuesday by A. P. Cook of the
Illinois Central offices here, assures Princeton and surrounding territory of fast, daylight
train service.

Chicago
The Courier-Journal and The, Louisville Times
tonight reeeived two of six
awards presented by the magazine Editor and Publisher for the
best newspaper-promotional activities.
The two Kentucky papers received awards for the best promotional material designed to
sell local advertising to a special classification or account, and
for the best community-service
work.
The community-service award
to the Louisville papers
was
based on their farm-and-home
campaign, which included soilconservation work. The award
was accepted by Mac Wynn, pro-

Streamliners Will Stop
At Princeton 7 P.M.
And 12:18 P.M.

BACHELOR AT 103 — Dan
"Uncle Dan" Young (above)
celebrated his 103rd birthday
(April 2) with the observation
that he might marry if he
could find a "girl" about his
own age. The retired farmer,
who received friends in the
South Bend, Ind., home in
which he has lived for 85
years, added that he was not
interested "in any young girls
from 85 to 95 years of age."
(AP Wirephoto)

Henry Ford Is
Claimed By Death,
Maker Of "Horseless
Carriage" To Be
Buried Today
(By Assoclstsd

Pr«u)

Detroit — A nation today
mourned the passing of Henry
Ford, a symbol to all the world
of American industrial genius.
Hailed as the father of mass
production, he died quietly of a
cerebral hemorrhage late Monday. He would have been 84
July 30.
By chance, a flood had converted his modern home at the
time of his death into a fireplace heated, kerosene lamp-lit
building, strangely reminiscent
of the quiet world of his birth.
The body of the angular industrialist lay in state throughout Wednesday in Greenfield
Village, not far from the little
red brick building memorialized
as the home of his first crude
horseless carriage.
A public funeral service will
be >held at 1:30 p.m. (CST)
Thursday at St. Paul's Episcopal
Cathedral on Detroit's Woodward avenue, the street which
echoed the startling sound of
his first automobile half a century ago.
He will be buried beside his
mother and father at a private
ceremony in the little Addison
Ford cemetery near Greenfield
Village.

"Not only will the service be
fast, but it will be the ultimate
in comfort," Mr. Cook said. "The
new cars, which are nearing
completion, will be completely
air conditioned. They will have
ultra luxurious seats including
Pullman-Standard's new DayNite type with a folding leg
rest and full length reclining
c h a ir , electrically controlled
controlled brakes for smooth,
easy stops and tight-lock couplers for safety and riding comMr. Cook explained the new
train, which will be the first
day train to link the Great
Lakes-upper Middle West area
with the Gulf of Mexico, would
really be two trains, running in
opposite directions daily
The northbound train will dearts from New Orleans daily at
8 A. M„ with arrival at Prince-)
ton at approximately 7:02 P. M.
and at Louisville at 11:30 P. M.
The southbound train, which will
leave Louisville at 8:00 A. M.,
will stop at Princeton at approximately 12:18 P. M., arriving in
New Orleans at 11:55 P. M.

Aid To Children
To Be Reduced
(By

Assoclstsd

Press)

*

Frankfort—Aaron Paul, State
director of public assistance, announced Tuesday that due to a
lack of funds the average aid
to dependent chillren in Kentucky will be reduced approximately 15 percent beginning
next month.
Aid for children has been
stepped up daring the past 12
months. Paul estimated the average grant for May will be
$35.37, compared to $21.50 a year
ago.
The cut will be made, he explained, by reducing the State's
maximum grant for matching
federal funds from $24 for tne
first child in a family and $15
for each additional one to the
former maximum of $18 and $12.

A big factory shipment of Top-Quality
General Tires puts us in position to
maka this timely tire offer! Hart's what •
we're prepared to do:
1: Pay

tap price for your present lint

—original tread or recaps.
2. Sail you any 6.00 x 16 Top-Quality

J /

General in our store for only $1.45 a

N Y L O N S

WMkl Other sizes proportionately low;

Sheet beauty that fits perfectly, wear* '
amazingly —Humming Bird 51't, of
course I We're happy to hare these

GENERAL

miracle stockings again. Come in early

TIRE

Drive in Todav

for yours. Sizes 8'/a to 10ft.

General Auto Supply Company
Phone 400

Princeton, Ky.

M

M
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motion manager.^v-—-*
Deciding
factor
with
the
judges In awarding the community-service "Oscar" to The Courier-Journal and The Louisville
Times was the series of farmincentive programs sponsored by
the newspapers. These Include
the Home and Farm Improvement Campaign, Soil Conservation Essay Contest, and 4-H Club
Championships. Two other programs are being inaugurated in
1947—a Save-the-Soil Contest
and a contest encompassing the
work of the Future Farmers of
America.

Staff Sergeant Raymond
Nicholson, Paducah, veter»a
some 50 air missions during |
war over the ETO, hu
assigned to recruiting duty"
Princeton, to assist Sgt. B
Lieber, effective April 3, it
announced this week,
Sgt. Nicholson, who hu
years' service to his credj^
a native Kentuckian and ii «
holder of the Presidential Citt

tion with a cluster, air M«
with three bronze clusters,
ribbon with six clusters, the ]
tinguished Flying- Cro«
other nominal ribbons.
Nicholson intends tu make
Army his career.

Engines!

Wisconsin

Baptist Union To
Meet At Newport

14 Delegates From
Princeton Church Will At
tend Training Session

Louisville, April 8—The 51st
State Baptist Training Union
convention meets with the First
Baptist Church, Newport, April
16-18. Two thousand messengers
are expected, according to Byron
C. S. DeJarnette, training union
secretary.
"
Delegates from the First Baptist Church, Princeton, who will
attend are: Mildred Groom, Nina
Martin, Annie Martin, Irene
Beckner, Ann Quisenberry, Mary
Virginia Meadows, C a r o l y n
Croft, Harold HoUowell, Donald
Morgan, Bobby McConnell, John
Baldridge, and Mesdames Kenneth Spickard, L. W. Bodenhamer and Lillie Murphy.
Dr. Chester E. Swor, Jackson, I
Mississippi, nationally known de- |
votional and conference leader;
Dr. Courts Red ford, Atlanta; Dr.
T. L. Holcomb, Nashville, and
Dr. W. C. Boone, Louisville, will
be among featured speakers.
Nineteen northern Kentucky
churches will furnish a choir of
175 voices, under direction of
Dr. Allen Graves, of Charlottesville, Va. Rev. Harold B. Tallant,
pastor of the First Baptist
Church, London, will preside at
all sessions.
There are 933 Baptist churches
having training union groups,
with an enrolment of 57,164.

1Unlimited
Usea for Farm and
Industry
For new Installations and replacements—select j<m
power needs from these Heavy Duty OnMs. Immej
ate delivery.
AB 2-2 HP VE-4 lj-it Iff I
AK 1-4 IIP VF-4 IS-IS Of
AKH 4-6 HP VF-4 20-31 RT
AHH 7-9 HP
With or Without Clutch
Clutch Reduction 4 to 1
Parts and New Maqneto*
For All Slset
COME IN. NOW ON DI8PLAl|
PHONE OR WRITE fOI

INFORMATION

P. Es PMWps &

SALES—SERVICE—PABTS

1112 H . G o v e r n o r — Ph. 2 S41l|
E V A N S V I L L E . IND.

Notice
We have fed you for many years,
and we thank you very much for the
past business.
Now we will continue to feed you at
our new restaurant the first of next
month.
PLEASE

NAME

IT—

$10 Cash for

the best name mailed or brought in
by the first of May.
Thanks,

Livestock Market

Sales were fully steady with
last week on the Princeton Livestock Market Monday, it was reported by Brad Lacy, manager.
Total head sold was 1210. Milk]
cows topped at $150 a head, No.
1 veals, $26 and hogs, $26.

cM. G.

RuUell

51 Gauge $1.95- 45 Gouge
>
x

Great Northern Beans 25 lbs
$3.25
Maxwell House Coffee
m ib.
No. 2 Tomatoes
15C Ib.
green Peas, No. 2 can 15c can Idoz.cans $150
Libby's Deep Brown Beans *
15C
Pork and Beans
and 16c can
Oven-Baked Beans
15C
No. 2 White Cream Style Corn $2.00 per. doz.
No. 2 Green Beans 15< can
$1.45 per. doz.
No. 2 Mackeral
21< a can
No. 2 Dried Lima Beans
$1.50 per. doz.
Sunbrite Cleanser
5c per. can
Many Other Items At Cost

$1.50

Princeton Shoe Co.

has a cfl
embarrc
in State
are lowe

Closing Out Sale!

Legs are
Lovelier in

We'll buy your risky
wartime tires!

(By Associated

Sgt. R. E. Nicholson N«
Recruiting Officer H«r»

H. C. Russell
Phone 265-660

S. Harrison S t

'
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mom en s Pag e
Navy 15 months, and spent a
year overseas. He is a son of Mr.
ilr. and Mrs. Walter A. Mor- and Mrs. Oscar Hamilton, KutDawson Springs, announce tawa.
__ '
engagement of their daughMary Lorene, to Mr. Lyn| T. Nichols, son of Mrs. Car- Troutman - Cummins
Nichols, Stone street. The
The wedding of Miss Tressle
Iding is planned for June 7. Elizabeth Troutman, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Peek,
Dawson Road, and Mr. Finis
dd- Perry
Cummins, Jr.', son of Mr. and
fhe wedding of Miss Mildred
Mrs. Finis Cummins, Eddyville,
d and Mr. William Clinton took place at Ogden Methodist
t ry took place Easter Sunday, Church Saturday, April 5, with
1:30 o'clock in a the Rev. J. Lester McGee offiril 6, at
tible ring ceremony, with the ciating.
H. G. M. Hatler officiating
The bride wore a gray gabthe First Baptist Church. At- ardine suit with pink accessories
adants were Mr. and Mrs. and a corsage of pink rosebuds.
,k Rodman, sister and brother- She ia a graduate of Len Walaw of the bride,
lace High School, Gary, Ind.
he bride wore blue with
Miss Virginia Stevens, Louissite accessories, and her flow- ville, was maid of honor and
were of gardenias. Mrs. Rod- Mr. Chester Werncke, New Alin wore black and white, and bany, Ind., was best man.
corsage was of red roseThe couple left Wednesday
for Lexington, where he is emttrs. Perry, a daughter of Mr. ployed. He is a veteran of World
Mrs. Tilford Ladd, Sand- War II.
Road, is a graduate of ButHigh School. She attended American Legion
Auxiliary
kyear's Business College, EvThe American Legion Auxiliville, and is now employed
iary met at the home of Mrs.
e office of Dr. B. K. Amos,
A. C. Nuckols, Highland Avehe bridegroom, only son of
nue, Thursday night, April 3,
„ and Mrs. Walter Perry, Wilwith Mrs. C. M. Childress as
Warehouse Road, is a vetco-hostess.
of World War II, and serDuring the business session it
14 months in the European
was
decided to order 3000 pop,ater. He is a graduate of
pies
to sell on Poppy Day,
'er High School, and at presMay
24.
is engaged in farming.
Mrs. S. O. Catlett, child welJter a week's wedding trip,
fare
chairman of the group, had
couple will be at home at
Morgan Apts., Hopkinsville charge of the program and gave
an interesting »and instructive
et.
talk on " A Square Deal For Every Child."
jwers - Hamilton
Refreshments were served to
*iss Betty Jo Bowers, daugh- Mesdames R. M. Catlett, D. E.
of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Bow- Tudor, Alvin Lisanby, W. G.
Princeton, and Mr. Wood- Larkins, S- A. Beckner, G. R.
Hamilton, Kuttawa, were Newman, R. D. Leech, W. S.
pried March 25.
Denham, S. O. Catlett and the
[he bride wore gray with hostesses.
L:k accessories, and her cor? was of white carnations,
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart McGough,
was a student at Butler Frankfort, spent last week-end
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
h School.
J. W. McGough. Maple street,
jr. Hamilton, a veteran of and Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Rich•Id War n, served in the ardson, S. Harrison street.

rris - Nichols

l/au o* 9, li/kick?
Every day in or near Princeton somebody
has a car wreck.
embarrassing.

If not insured, it is at least

Insure today before it is too late

in State Automobile Mutual Ins. Co. where rates
are lowest and adjustment service best.
K .

(I.

C w t u f u t t i ,

Office over Wood Drug Store

—

A<ft.
Tel. 520-J

I am the
Warn*

Wufttt
ORIGINAL

from April

MADEMOISELLE

BLIND CHILD PLAYS

•

Phone

Dorothy Ann Davit

PIANO

•

50

Homemakers'

Schedule

April 11, 1;30, Eddyville Road,
Mrs. J. M. Tichenor, hostess.
April 14, 1:30, Lebanon, Mrs. Herschel Phelps, hostess. April 15,
2:00 Otter Pond, Mrs. Albert
Hartigan, hostess. April 16, 2:00,
Crider, Mrs. Annie McElroy,
hostess. April 17, 1:30, Friendship, Mrs. Charles Skees, hostess. April 18, 1:30, Bethany,
Mrs. Clarence Nichols, hostess.
visited Cadets John C. Harralson, Campbell Cameron and
Neil Dunbar at Castle Heights
Military Academy, L e b a n o n ,
Tenn. last week-end.
Mrs. W. E. Majors, Highland
Avenue, is visiting her son, Paul
Majors, and family, in Cincinnati, O.
Herman Lee Stephens, student
at Cumberland Law School, Lebanon, Tenn., spent last week-end
with his family here.
Mr. and Mrs. Duke Davenport visited relatives in Hopkinsville Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs^ Willidm H. Solley and son, George Catlett,
Bowling Green, spent last weekend with her mother, Mrs. DolGary Trent (above), 21-month-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Rob- lie C. Catlett, and other relatives.
Mrs. Philip Sells recently
ert Trent of Freelandville, Ind., startled relatives when he played
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
several tunes on the piano. Blind since birth, the child began Sam Johnson, Dawson Springs.
imitating his father on the instrument four months ago. (AP
Mrs. Vance Drennan, Kings ville, Ont., is visiting her oarWirephoto)
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Danny Freeman, Eddyville Road.
* - <ei
Lottie Moon Circle
Easter Egg Hunt
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Davis, PaThe Lottie Moon Circle of the ^Mrs. T. L. Grubbs entertained ducah, spent Sunday with their
First Baptist Church met at the her Sunday School class Fri- daughter, Dorothy Ann, and
home of Mrs. Frank
Wilson day afternoon with an Easter other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Beasley,
Tuesday night, April 1, with 15
Jr., spent last week-end with
egg
hunt
at
her
home
in
Fremembers and three visitors prestheir parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
donia.
ent.
Beasley, N. Harrison street, and
The devotional, from Acts, was
Attending were Sandra and Mr. and Mrs. Tom Cash, W. Main
given by Mrs. Mary Rice. Mina Joyce Lynn Boone, Jean Rob- street
Mr. »;id Mrs. T. R. Buttermore
Tom Ryan had charge of the
ertson, Katie Jean Jaco, Cora spent l;.st weekend in Louisville
program,
assisted
by
Mrs.
with their daughter, Miss Lucile
Claude Koltinsky, Mrs. Wm. Lar- May Groves, Eddie King, John Buttermore.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks,
kins, Mrs. Robert Nash, Mrs. H. Carner, Kenneth Baker, WayAlvin Lisanby and Miss Gwen ne and Estel Coleman, Mary Mrs. W. B. Sparks and Mrs. R.
S. Robertson spent Friday in
Booker.
Lou Driver.
Paducah, the la\ter remaining
Present weTe Mesdames Alvin'
Doris Jean Tabor, Susie Driy^ for the Wheeler-Hilliard wedLisanby, Robert Nash, Mina Tom er, June Perkins, Peggy Phelps, ding which took place Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks atRyan, Robert Jacob, Frank Wil- Margaret Ann Driver,
Mrs. tended the Wheelar-Hilliard wedson, Cecil Smith, Ernest Chil- Laura Lou Boone, Mrs. Hubert ding in Paducah Tuesday.
dress, Wm. Larkins, Claude Kol- Jaco and son, Noel, and Mrs.
Mrs. Lillie F. Murphy returntinsky, Gordon Glenn, Willard J. R. Robertson.
ed from Arlington, Calif., where
she spent the last month with
Moore, Paul Dorroh; Misses
her sister, Mrs. J. U. Rucker.
Mary Wilson Baker, Gwen BookAubrey Childress, Louisville,
er and Melville Young. Visitors
visited his mother, Mrs. W. W.
were Mesdames Mary Rice, Min- PjeAAxmaU
Childress, Eagle street, Monday
nie Dunn and Robert Parsley.
and" Tuesday.
Miss yirginia Bowie SatterMrs. Robert Parsley was welMrs. B. C. Langley, Providcomed as a new member of the ence, was a recent visitor of her field, student at Ward-Belmont
Tenn., is
parents, Mr. and Mrs. K. P. College, Nashville,
Circle.
spending this week with her
Hobgood, S. Jefferson street.
The hostess, assisted by Mrs.
Mrs. Lexie Tosh and son, Nor- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Boyd SatWm. Larkins, served a delicious, ris, of the Good Springs commun- terfield, Morgan Avenue.
Miss Roberta Dalzell, student
salad course, after which the ity, spent Saturday with her
Georgetown College, Georgemeeting adjourned to meet in mother, Mrs. Nannie Dalton, Cox at
town, spent last weekend with
street.
May.
Mrs. Estill Skipworth and chil- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. H.
dren, Detroit, Mich., are visit- Dalzell, Franklin street
Miss LaVonne Brinkley has
ing her sister, Mrs. Jimmy WilWood Circle
returned from Honolulu, Hawaii,
liams, and Mr. Williams.
Mrs. Roy Williamson, of FulMr. and Mrs. Rudolph Morgan, where she has been employed
ton, will present the program at Eddyville, visited his parents, in secretarial work for the govthis week's meeting of the Wood Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Morgan, ernment the last year.
Mr. and Mrs. Nix Crowford
Circle of Presbyterian Church Baldwin ave. Sunday.
Sue Farmer, student at MSTC, and children of Murray visited
to be held at 2:30 o'clock Thurs- Murray, spent last week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Boitnott
day afternoon, Apr. 10, at the her parents, Mr. and Euen Farm- last week-end.
Miss Betty Cook, Ashville, N.
Franklin street
church annex, according to Mrs.
Gordon Glenn, C. C., is visiting her parents, Mr.
Owen Ingram. Mrs. Ingram will r , Mesdames
'
Jaggers and Willard Moore and Mrs. E. R. Cook, Maple
preside at the business meeting H.
spent last Wednesday in Evans- avenue.
preceding the program. A social ville.
Miss Rose Mitchell Randolph,
hour will foUow the program.
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Childress, student at Ward-Belmont ColDetroit, Mich., is visiting his lege, Nashville, spent last weekmother, Mrs. Lillie B. Childress. end with her parents, Mr. and
George Greer, student at Pur- Mrs. Harry Randolph, Washingdue University, Lafayette, Ind., ton street
Miss Katherine French, St.
spent several days this week
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Louis, is visiting her family, Mr.
Herndon Greer, S. Jefferson and Mrs. J. E. French.
Miss Jauanita Baker, Louisstreet.
Edward Carter, student at ville, spent last week-end with
MSTC, Murray, spent last week- her brother, Grover Baker, Dawend with his parents, Mr. and son Road, and other relatives.
Miss Nancy Dee Hearne, stuMrs. Clifton Carter, W. Market
dent at Ward-Belmont College,
street.
spent last
Everett Wilson, student at Pur- Nashville, Tenn.,
due University, Lafayette, Ind., week-end with her parents,
is spending Spring vacation with Judge and Mrs. G. G. Harralhis parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. R. son, Eddyville Road.
S N. H. TaUey, Jr., student at
Wilson, Hopkinsville street.
Mrs. Henry Terry has return 'WSTC, Bowling Green, spent
ed from Jacksonville, Fla., where last week-end with his parents,
Mr., and Mrs. N. H. Talley, Sr.,
she spent the winter.
Bill Brown, student at MSTC, W. Main street.
Gus Kortrecht, L o u i s v i l l e ,
Murray, spent last week-end
with his mother, Mrs. R. W. spent last week-end with Mr.
and Mrs. Dique Eldred, W. Main
Brown, N. Harrison street.
L. A. Walker spent several street.
Jimmy Richardson is a patient
days last week in Detroit, Mich.,
where he went through the Kai- at Nichols General Hospital,
ser-Fraser plant with a group Louisville. He is being treated
for the recurrence of a leg inof dealers.
jury he received while in serv Mr. and Mrs. Hearne Harralson, Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Cam- vice.
Ralph McConneU and Billy
eron, Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Cantrell and Miss Maggie lumbar Hodge, students at a school of

Society
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Ben Franklin Store
Princeton, Ky.

cotton SALVNA... and tsclvsivtly ours.

in time for spring weather ahead!

SUITS, C O A T S , DRESSES A N D A C C E S S O R I E S
Priced for immediate clearance!

Qol&Hamerii

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

^ k e
Phone 1

I H I H H H H H ^ ^ I

Cosine*

lUo+tde*

V a l u e *

Go<Ui

$29.98values
$26.00values
$21.50 values
$15.98 values

Princeton, Ky.

9 n

$10
$10
$10
$3

S u l t i

a t

<yie<U

ScuUnx^i

$19,

$29.50values $12
$15.98 values $10
$13.98values $7
B u & f d

J l e a d l u t e A .

Children's chambry dresses, sizes 7-14; $2.00 Valnow

^ ^
U J I o

98c
All Collars - 25c

Children's blouses, reduced from $1.49 to

Slightly soiled

O n e lot Ladies' sweaters,
$3.49 values now

lisn la/iicd Ja

REE 1. ENGELHARDT, Owner
S t a t e

STOCKS

are LIMITED so don't miss this opportunity!

moisture retainer

$17.95

AN CI'

CUii

j b i & p & t i .

AT

etched on the shoulder. Cool, washable. of spun rayon ond

12

and ENDS APRIL 19.

absorbent and sanitary.

planned wrop-oround, hiQh-liQhted by dointy emb'o.dery —

classmate, of St. Louis, Ma, who
spent several days here last
week.

SALE STARTS SATURDAY, APRIL

. . . Approved by leading hospitals, physicians
and nurses —

*Dr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Cash,
Main atreet, on the birth of a
daughter, Martha Ann, April 8,
at Princeton Hospital.

W A T C H FOR THE BIG CIRCULAR

Made from Highest Quality Birdseye diaper ma-

Discreetly dramatic for the youthful silhouette it this perfectly

The Leader
Congratulates

Ifs the Spring Round-Up of Timely Values.

A good supply of Mrs. Hughes' patented

terial with patented gauze —

Ky.

Ben Franklin News

. . . .

R G J u j ,

Leader

Princeton,

relatives here and in Fredonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur McGough
Stanford, spent last week-end
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. McGough, and son, Howard McGough, Maple street.
Miss Margaret Terry Davis,
student at Christian College, Columbia, Mo., is spending Spring
vacation with her mother, Mrs.
Bernice M. Davis, W. Main
street She was accompanied
home by Miss Ruth Stevens, a

tf-lailt!. . .
JUST RECEIVED

Princeton

Personals

mortuary science In Nashville,
spent last week-end with ther
parents, Mrs. Harry McConneU,
Cadiz street, and Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Hodge, S. Jefferson street.
Miss Mary Leta .Hamby, student at MSTC, Murray, spent
last week-end with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hamby,
Hopkinsville street
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Coleman
and son, Johnny, St. Louis, Mo.,
spent last week-end here with

7

C. E. McGARY, Manager

|
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The ancient Incaa were the
first men to make a relief map,

Small Flock Pays
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From 132 hena, M. P. Hawkins
pf Adair county gathered 7,272
eggs in December, January and
February. He sold the eggs and
16 hens for $265.57, and had
$96.12 left after paying all expanses. County Agent R. B. Rankin says the secret of this good
flock is a sanitary laying house,
and a balanced ration of laying
mash, grain, oystershell and pure
water.

(By Aeaoelated Praia)
Washington — Democrats have
flung back to the Republicans
the "had enough" battle cry of
G. O. P. triumphs last November
and cited the election of a Democratic Mayor in Chicago as
proof the Republicans are lpsing *• Vodka, also known as vodki
their popularity.
or wodky, is made from potaThe Republicans, in turn, toes and maize.
pooh-poohed t h e
Democratic
claims. Representative Halleck well in line with the usual
(R., Ind) told the House, "The Democratic majorities in Chicountry is yet very definitely cago."
Representative O w e n s
(R.,
Republican."
Representative Drewry
(D., 111.- told the House that RepubVa.), chairman of the Democra- lican gains in alderman contests
tic National Congressional Com- in Chicago Indicated a G. O. P.
mittee, said, "The voters seem trend and the end of influence
for the Democratic organization
to have 'had enough'."
there.
He said the Chicago election
Halleck made
his remark
"bears out
the
information
which we have been receiving about the country still being Refrom every section of the coun- publican in reporting on figures
from a special primary election
try," and added:
"The largest majority since in the Second Wisconsin District.
1933 in this great Midwest city'
indicates that Illinois will be >
W. H. Johnson
found n the Democratic column
J. Y. O'Bannon
in 1948."
Gael Sullivan, executive direcFor Immediate
tor of the Democratic National
Committee, said with some glee; Delivery On
that before the election G. O. P.
Chairman Harold Reece had as-1
M O N U M E N T S
serted, 'The local elections (Chi- j
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
cago) will constitute an indica-:
tion of public opinion with reLARGEST IN WEST KY.
spect to the two major parties." •
Reece said there was "no
Paducah Granite
special significance" to the ChiMarble, Stone Co,
cago voting when he was asked
today whether he saw any trend
402 South 3rd Street
bearing on the 1948 presidential
Paducah, Kentucky
campaign.
"A Democratic city went DemPhone 799
ocratic," he said. "It was pretty1

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
W e pick up horses, cows and hogs.

Call

Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone No. 442-J

Princeton, Ky.

W e pay all phone charges

DID «XI SEE THAT I
IT CHANGED ITS
O^VN WATER | J

T

Need a

^

LAXATIVE?^
• l a c k - D r a u g h t l«
1-Ueually prompt

2-Usually thorough
3-Always economical

25
X&SSn

to

only

LONE TRAVELER—Tiny Paul Vick, 18 months old and sole survivor of a plane crash in which his parents and 23 others died at
Hankow, China, two months ago, sits with his suitcase in customs
office at the airport in San Francisco (April 2), He traveled
alone from China by air and is enroute to the home of his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Vick of Rochester, N. Y. (AP
Wirephoto)

What It Means:

Break In Prices Of
Farm Produce S en

Before 1890 water-color painting was considered unimportant
and used almost entirely in
young women's finishing schools.
Almost all water is derived
directly or indirectly from the
ocean by evaporation, condensation in clouds and precipitation.

By Clarke Beach
Washington—Does the recent
break in prices of farm products
signal the start of the widely
predicted business recession?
The general level of farm
prices declined nearly 6 percent
in late November and early December, according to Agriculture
Department statistics. Between
Oct. 15 and Nov. 15, moreover,
the department's index number
of average prices received by
farmers dropped from 2.73 to
2.63.
In addition, quotations on futures are in many cases far below the current prices, indicating
that traders expect prices to
continue their downward trend.
Some economists have predicted that a consumer reaction
against high prices would cause
a break in the present sellers'
market and start a chain of
events which would develop into
a downward business spiral.
When the demand dropped,
they reasoned, producers and
distributors would retrench and
fire a lot of employes. As unemployment grew, consumer demand would continue to diminish, sellers would have to reRoger Bacon wrote a book on
trench still further, and the spiralchemy.
al would be well started.

HOPKINSVILLE

Women's

Wear

exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

"I just want your husband's Tex-Tan belts,
Wing's shirts and Lee work clothes from
H O W E R T O N ' S . . . I steal nothing but the
best."

Sum

Mowertcnh

FREDONIA, KY.

IOOK.THE CLOTHES ARE
BEINO DAMP DRIED. AND
->. NO ONI TOUCHED /
WHy...
1 THE BE NOW !/"
IT RINSED J OMES
res. AND SENDIX
*uroMAr/Qiur/
EVEN TURNS ITS El/
W..WITH NO ONI
AROUNDI
ho says you're only young once ?
Take a look at this trim, new Buick
— or better, take its wheel — and see
just how wrong that old saw is!
One look at these sleek lines, the
long, taste-of-tomorrow fenders —
and just watch yourself start getting
young ideas.
Find an open road, gun this beauty
just a bit — and see how the spirit of
springtime wells up in your soul and
sets the red blood coursing.

BENDIX
automatic

Home laundry

G o o d road or bad, on these soft allcoil springs you take everything with
youthful zip and zest, quite freed
from jar or jolt.

Insure Your Corn Yields By Planting

Broadbent Hybrids
AMD SAVES WATU...SAVES SOAT
...SAVES ClOTHtS... SAVES YOU

Yellow and White Varieties

|
tjr
' I J r

9 m it yourself—tha wonderful, work-free Bendiz washing that has
Bade hundreds of thousands of woman ladies of leisure on waahdaya
—for nine yean! There's no question about the Bendix. It's been prrxrd
t» use. See our demonatration—you'll aee Bendix waahday miraclea
galore! Come in nowl

RATLIFF HDWE. C O . , Prin ceton, Ky.
T. R. AKRIDGE, Fredonia, Ky.

Important Person who's arriving.
Take it through the tangle of traffic
and see how nimbly it maneuvers —
check it at a boulevard stop and see
how sure and positive its controls are.
I n all truth, here's a car that's any
man's darling, every man's pride. A
car that not only meets your needs
for transportation, but satisfies
your every hankering for size and
power, style and room, solid
worth and top-dollar value.

bile, in fact. Definitely not the number to be picked up off the counter
any time, anywhere.
That's why forethought pays and
prompt decision gets results. You
are simply playing safe when you
get your order in now!

ALL THESE

Naturally, it's a much wanted car.
America's most wanted automo- J

City street or country road, with all
this poised and husky roadweight
beneath you, you travel your level
course, steady and non-swerving
even on curves.
Pull up somewhere — and see how
p e o p l e turn to note the V e r y

R O W L A N D MOTOR COMPANY
Phone

88

Princeton, Ky.
enttUad

ifl herein.

W A S H I N G T O N & JEFFERSON

PRINCETON,

2 J 0 . 194/8
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For Joiners U. S.
Is One Big Joint

Called To Greek Throne

By Saul Pett

ery afternoon near the Faragut
statue in Madison Square.
New York, April 12 — Some
The business of each meeting
lociologtat of the future may try was simply this; the membert 0 measure our civilization by ship sat on a bench, lighted a
the clubs, we Join. The odds are cigar and thought of all the
people invited to Join and then
he'll go nuts.
The current Manhattan tele- black-balled.
Labow has been collecting inphone directory, alone, lists
3,214 clubs and associations of formation on clubs and societies
all types, or approximately one for years. Here are a few, with
for every 600 residents of one odd titles or missions:
Skyscraper Club, for men 6
New York City borough. And
that doesn't include the organi- feet, two inches, or more, dezations too secret, too screwy, manding longer beds in hotel
too temporary or too small to rooms; Blizzard Men of 1888 who
will never forget that storm;
have a phone.
The reasons Americans Join Tall Story Club; the Pandettes,
clubs seem as endless as the list some New Jersey women who
of clubs themselves.
play golf in the snow; Society
Harold Labrow, a New York of Former Special Agents of the
advertising man, makes it a hob- Federal Bureau of Investigation,
by to collect information on Inc.; Society for the Prevention
joiners. His favorite is an extinct of Disparaging Remarks About
group, the Farragut club. It's a Brooklyn, recently replaced by
good commentary on "Joinitis." the First Families of Brooklyn.
Word went around town of
The Moles, subwsy contractors;
this new, highly exclusive club. Society for the Promotion of
Applications were distributed. Good Will Toward Men; Seafood
All candidates were black-balled. Eating, Whiskey Drinking and
Inferiority complexes were be- Fist Fighting Society of Greater
ginning to spring up in high New York (in the making);
places until the truth came out. Committee to Abolish Inhumane
The membership of the Farragut Treatment to Horses in Motion
club consisted of one man. He ( Pictures; Society of Timid Souls,
held club sessions all alone ev- a fraternity of stage-frightened
(AP

K'Sfis!

S S I
p'rcT®1

rSSSI

Nawafaatur*

Wrltar)

"SPRING
TO NIC
for Your
SLUGGISH
MOTORI

belts,
from
>ut the

ONIC

ELIMINATE CAR-

„__rmwrngtur"

SON; PREVENTS «*"»"""«»
cum formA' (2 Cant)
TIONI FREES

51.06

VALVESI W7I»I •

niAty
LAMP
GOLF BALLS PENNSYLVANIA
GENUINE RUBBER
G"JM
TENNIS
BALLS

95C

55C

maximum
IIGHT
OUTPUT

H

Western Auto Associate Stor
Home-Owned and Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX

Phone 212
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Princeton

Prince Paul
(above) was
called to the throne of Greece
as a result of the death of
King George II, who died at
the height of an international
storm over the future of his
nation. King George's death
was tentatively attributed to
heart trouble. (AP Wirephoto)
musicians and actors.
We
Do
Your
Excavation
Watching for You Society; Wine
and Turkey Tasting Society; Collectors of Religion on Stamps
Society; The Plug Shrinkers, for
reducing radio commercials; Society for Protection of Animate
in North Africa; Dotted Line
Club, whose slogan reads: "for
prosperity and defense, abolish
all female labor"; Horseless Carriage Clubs; Society for Prevention of Married Men Posing as
Bachelors; Original Order of
Zunks—they're stamp collectors;
Seraphic Secretaries ot America,
secretaries to 83 top-flight people.
Society for the Prevention of
Calling Sleeping Car Porters
George; The Thank God It's
Friday Club, started at the Uni
versity of Missouri; American
Grandmas Association; Seven
O'Klockers' Club, Philadelphia to
New York commuters Electric
Railroaders Association, just a
bunch of guys who like to ride
trolleys; Gag Writers Protective
Association.
Colonial Brick Club, people
looking for historic bricks; International Association of Peaceful Pipe Smokers; Association
for Prevention of Taking Off
Hats in Elevators; Honorable
Order of Kentucky Colonels; Fellows of the Bellows, well known
men who once pumped the organ
in their boyhood; Bald Head
Club of America; Smell Society,
to foster good odors and remove bad ones.
Labow says a survey in little
Montclair, N. J., once showed
350 club3 there. So they formed
a 351st club—to consolidate and
merge some of the other 350.

THRILLS ARE PROMISED
BY KING BROS. CIRCUS

Cito Christian!, 21 and pretty,
famous equestrienne with the
King Bros. Circus, like nearly
all on the list of performers, has
iaherited her strength and skill
and daring.
The life of sawdust and spangles is the only life she has ever
known as she was born while
her parents were with a circus
exhibiting at the time in Copenhagen, Denmark. She represents
the third generation of a famous
circus family.
While her act lasts but eight
minutes, months and years of
constant practice was required
by Miss Christlanl to perfect
her act. There is no act with
a circus more daring than that
of a bareback rider. It requires
extreme* skill to turn a somersault from a galloping horse to
the ground without experiencing
a sprained ankle.
Equally important is the training of the ring stock. A circus
ring is 40 feet in diameter and
to keep from throwing a performer off balance a horse must
take Just so many measured
steps. The gait must be mathematically uniform. A serious injury to a performer might result if a horse stumbled.
Among the 150 performers
with the King Bros. Circus coming to Princeton Friday, April 18
for performances at 2 and 8 p.m.
are 20 riders. But the brilliant
work of none stands out brighter than that of Miss Christiani.
She is an accomplished somersaulting rider. Just now she has

Cheap Land Makes
Record Leaf Yield
In the hands of a World War
II veteran, Barren county land
that cost $4 an acre a few years
ago, in 1946 produced tobacco
that sold for $1,230 an acre. It
was a new production record
for Barren county, according to
County Agent J. O. Horning,
who told the following story:
"Edwin Jones, a young farmer,
got out of the Army in April,
1946, and returned to the 3-acre

Institute Program
Starts April 22

azlris.

Wanted! Men And
There will be no registration
or tuition fees at the institute,
Women Who Are
and lodging will be provided
without charge by the church
Hard Of Hearing
T o m a k a t h i a a l m p l a , no r i s k
hur.
A large number of pastors people of Lexingtdn.
Ing t . a t w i t h O u r l n a d r o p a ua«d w i t h
•impla
ayrlnga.
If
you
ara
ilaafariad
and other leaders will take part
The U. S. Army used DDT to butharad by r i n g i n g , b u l l i n g he
In the programs of the 10th annolaaa dua to hardenad or coagula'
stop
a typhus epidemic in Na- w a x ( o a r u m a n ) , t r y tha O u r l n * H o m t
nual Rural Leadership Institute
Mathod taat that ao m a n y aay ha* anablad tham t o haar wall again. Yen
at the University of Kentucky ples during World War II.
must haar battar aftar malting thl«
Dried
snake
venom
23
years
College of Agriculture and Home
almpla taat or you get your mona>
a c k at one*. A s k a b o u t O u r l n * CatEconomics at Lexington, April old has been found aa poisonous bDropa
t o d a y at
as
when
fresh.
DAWSON'S
DRUG STORK
22-24.
Sponsored cooperatively by the
college and the Kentucky Rural
Church Fellowship, the purpose
of the institute is to support
and strengthen religious leadership in town and country communities in Kentucky.
|
The Kentucky Rural Church
FANCY STRIPE PATTERNS
Fellowship is an interdenominational agency for cooperative
endeavor in the promotion of the
Suitable for Churches, Schools
town and country church.' The
Rev. Fred H. DeJong, minister
or Business Houses
at Gray Hawk, is chairman.
The program of the Institute
27 Inch
$1.69 yd.
calls attention to the part to be
taken by four noted lecturers—
36 Inch
$2.25 yd.
the Rev. Edwin L. Beckner of
Indianopolis, representing the
Federal Council of Churches;
Dr. T. S. Buie of the Soil Conservation Service, Spartanburg,
S. C.; Dr. Douglas Ensminger,
Washington, p . C., social scientIncorporated
ist of the Department of AgriculHopkinsville's Leading Home Furnishers
ture, and the Rev. James W.
Sells, Atlanta, religious editor
of The Progressive Farmer mag-

COCOA H A L L MATTING

Cito Christlanl
about perfected, after six years
of practice, the turning of a
backward somersault from one
running horse to another galloping horse. A feat that only
a few male riders have accomplished.
Joe Mix, America's No. 1 cowboy and western screen star are
among other high lights on the
King Bros, program this season.

JORDAN FURNITURE CO.

farm owned by his widowed
mother. He picked out three
pieces of land on which to set
his two-acre tobacco allotment.
One piece would have produced
about 45 bushels of corn to the
acre, it was estimated, and the
other two pieces 20 to 25 bushels.
"Jones applied 7,000 pounds
of mixed fertilizers, 400 pounds
of
ammonium nitrate
and
600 pounds of nitrate of soda to
the two acres.
Everybody reads The Leader!

22 Only Young Mens

44 TODDLERS

Sport Coats

and GIRLS

Dresses

OUT THEY
G O FOR

$1.00

WOMEN'S SPRING

COATS

WOMEN'S
and GIRLS

Sweaters

8 only in large size
16 only in shorties & regulars
G O O D STYLES, FINE QUALITY

Please use your Telephone

FOR

WOMEN'S
Medium brim cloche.
Ribbbon bound edge

Emergency Calls only

and wide band trim.

Handbags
ALL STYLES & COLORS

?L$?..*$3j II Clearance
Drapery Material

HOBNAIL

Bedspreads

W e regret tEat there Is a felepEone strike. Tfie

$5.90

management of this company tried hard to avoid
it, and we hope it will soon be settled,

Monkcloth 70c yd.

DOUBLE BED SIZE
ASST. COLORS

%

Cretonnes 80c yd.

Meanwhile, please use your telephone only in case
One Rack
• Women's

of emergencies. This applies both to LOCAL and
LONG DISTANCE calls. W e are doing our best
As Seen in CHARM

ito handle all emergency calls and we greatly
appreciate your help and cooperation during this
.trying time.

Graceful cartwheel bonnet of
Macora braid, with an open crown to
let the summer breezes in.

•

DRESSES

•

SMOCKS

•

UNIFORMS

ATTENTION, MEN

Dress Pants

FOR

$2.00

14 Pr. Part Wool For

$3.00

CLEARANCE

S O U T H E R N BELL T E L E P H O N E A N D T E L E G R A P H
INCORPORATED
tETOH.

COMPANY

NOW

DON'T WAIT

20 Only

THESE

$15

For

ic numcounter

ys and
is. You
en you

DON'T WAI
BUY N O W

ALL W O O L

A real clearance on Childrens'
Dresses.

OCT THEY GO

for

$9.00

Store

Boys'
Sweaters
$1.50

60 Pr. All Wool. Hard Finish.
For

• .

is

$6.00

DONT MISS THIS BUY

I

I
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fl
| Through being a member of
| he Trenton Negro homemakers
HS&lut), Mrs. Gertrude Jackson of
• VJTodd county learned how to put
'/|Uer house in good condition,
following the death of her husf >and and upon her son's return
gkrom the Army, With the latfc er's help, who, she said, did all
| he heavy work as well as operiting their 121-acre farm, the
if; following improvements were
• B l a d e over A three-year period:
!' The leaky roof was repaired
I nd painted, a new porch built
| nd front glass-door hung, house
erior covered with brick
ing, woodwork painted white

E

ty. "I don't need to tell you
i lat I am enjoying being able
b see about the house," said
bess
j^j;. |rs. Jackson.
bdly
, J To further improve the inter1
stock;I
| r , ceilings in four rooms were
istered, walls redecorated in
they j
e room, and woodwork painted
11946
varnished in five rooms. Then
St
s Irs. Jackson refinished a bed|com| ;
> )>om suite and an eight-piece
bine •{ I t \ inin groom set, and hooked two
| the
• igs. She also made arrange: who' '
; ents to have a large wool rub
i '.ake. From feed bags she made
I iveral articles, such as four
> lirs of curtains, bedspread, nine
We
'i.;
. 'leets, three pairs of pillow
tses and two dozen dish towels.
tha

f

d r a p e r JTor a r m ?

S
.
S
f l A T h h f t l l A

Wttk

i W a j . « e n . l u t f j e r 3 0 . iffliller
CbUl of CtupUliu. m. »• Srnu.

Machines Aid In C a r e
I^lmlgbtp 0ob ourfceaberilpJTalber, W&o art a »&ielb 1
Of VA Mental C a s e s
anb bulkier to all tfcoae tfjat put foeir tru<t in
ee, J
A comprehensive program in
ble«« uk Xbp Kerbant* anb tfce Srmp intofjictitoe«erbe;
recording and interpreting "brain
waves" is being expanded by the
leab UK anb guibe u< bp ©bp 000b Spirit, Ktrengt&en
Veterans Administration in Ohio,
anb befenb u* bp ©tip migfjt, tfjattoemap be to our lanb
Michigan and Kentucky to ad in
the diagonals of neurological disa Kure befetute aga(n*t eberp enemp; support u* in tfte t
orders, officlasl at the VA's tribap of battle, anb in tfte time of peace keep u* <ate from j
state Branch Office in Columbus
(O.) said today.
all ebil; enboto u* totrtj courage anb lopaltp, anb grant
Technically known as electrot&at in all tying* toe map *erbe tt&ee toit&out reproatfc.
encephalography, the science of
recording brain waves by mal e t tfje ligijt of tt&p countenance, €> ®ob, tfljine upon
chine is becoming an increasour comrabe*
beparteb, t&at tfcep, increasingid in
J*
theknotohouse wired
for important diagonsis
electri-method
ingly
in VA hospitals and mental hylebge anb lobe of ®&ee, map go on from tftrengtft to
giene clinics.
atrengtfj. in t&e life of perfect Kerbict, in (Tbp fceabenlp
The machines now are in operation in VA hospitals at Clevekihgbom. fcrant to iustofjo,at tfcitf Castertibe, are ftfll
land (Crile), Chillicothe and
in our pilgrimage anb tofjo toalk a* pet bp faitf), tfjat
Dayton, O.; Louicville, and Ft.
Custer and Dearborn, Michigan.
ftabing aerbeb ®!jee toitfj conatancpftere on eartfj, toe
Machines have been requisitioned
map at length fall atfleep P£«{li»Up in ®fjee anb atoakt .
for the VA's Cleveland and Dein ®bp presence.
flmen.
'
troit Regional Offices and for

Martin H. Kennelly (above),
59-year-old business man and
civic leader, is the new mayorelect of Chicago, the nation's
second largest city. He won a
sweeping victory in the April
1 election. (AP Photo)

Spread of the Dutch elm diseaae in Kentucky in the past
few years may mean that this
famous American tree ia soon
to follow the chestnut into extinction, according to entomologists at the Agricultural Experiment Station at Lexington.
The Dutch elm disease was
first found in Campbell county
in 1945, and the past year was
found in Bracken, Kenton, Pendleton and other northern counties of the state.
The possibility of working out
a control program for the Dutch
elm disease is not encouraging,
says the statement. The principal carrier is the elm bark
beetle, which feeds on wood of
dead trees. The fact that the disease is spreading in hilly land
covered by native forest, including a large percentage of
elms, adds to the difficulty of
controlling it.

3 n t e w l o i c

FINANCE CORPORATION OF KV

Phone 470
106 E. Court Square
The tobacco stick holder and
ble for a loan of $100 from VA,
Princeton, Ky
which is repaid in installments. poultry waterer drew attention
the VA hospital in Lexington.
from many of the 1,087 people
The equipment in Crile VA V A Has Openings In
attending the labor show in OldHospital at Cleveland and in
ham county.
Psychiatric Program
Nichols VA Hospital at LouisThe Veterans Administration
ville also is available for the
use of psychiatrists working in has several openings for phyVA mental hygiene clinics in chiatrists in its hospitals and
mental hygiene clinics in Ohio,
the two cities.
Personnel has beer^ assigned Michigan and Kentucky, the
from the Ohio-Michigan-Kentuc- three states which are under jurky VA area to take specialized isdiction of the VA's Branch
training in Chicago in use of Office in Columbus, O.
Openings are available in VA
"Some women get all tied up with a headache.
Some
the equipment.
hospitals at Cleveland (Crile),
members of the fair sex have a simple solution for headache.
VA Dependency Ruling
Chillicothe and Dayton, O.;
They believe in the superstition that merely tying a cord around
Dearborn and Ft. Custer, MichiAids Married Students
Married women veterans with gan; and Lexington and Louistheir heads will end the headache.
dependent children may receive ville. Positions also are open in
$90 a month subsistence allow- VA mental clinics in Cleveland,
" W e know better. W e realize today that headache may
ance while attending school even Cincinnati and Detroit. Salaries
be caused by eyestrain, fatigue, infected sinus, or some functional
though they are recognized by range from $4,149 to $9,975 anthe Veterans Administration as nually. Applications should be
failure. These ailments need treatment by a competent physician.
dependents of hubands also at- sent to the VA's Columbus
tending school under the G. I. Branch Office.
"Let your equally competent pharmacists accurately fill
Bill, officials at the VA's OhioV A Exempts Drill Pay
Michigan-Kentucky Branch Ofyour prescriptions".
fice in Columbus (O.) said today. From Income Reports
VA officials pointed out that , Veterans in school and in jobwhile a woman veteran would be training programs under the G.
limited to $65 monthly if only I. Bill may receive drill pay as
SEE US FOR YOUR PRESCRIPTION NEEDS!
she and her husband were con- members of the National Guard
sidered, a child or children en- without including it in their retitles her to an allowance of $90 ports of estimated* earnings, ofmonthly because, in the words ficials at the Columbus (O.)
of the law, she has a dependent. Branch Office of the Veterans
However, in order to receive Administration said today.
the full subsistence, the woman
VA officials explained that
veteran's income from outside drill pay is not considered comwork must not exceed $110 a pensation for productive labor
H. W . NICHOLS, Prop
PHONE 1
month. The same limitations ap- and therefore is not counted
ply to the husband.
against the subsistence allowances veterans receive from VA.
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Steer* bought in November and $2.50 a hundred pound* for Phil,
fed 77 days returned a profit of ip Corblq of Taylor county,

Chicago's Mayor Elect
i f l H M H H
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AVAILABLE

The NEW

" i r e $ l o t i e PRINCETON
F R I D A Y
DELUXE
A P R I L

HAMPION

le S a f e s t ,
Longestearing Tire Ever Built

Corner Drug Store

Advise Disabled Vets
Of Training Benefits

J r y o i ^ ^ THIS MARVEL BK> DCUSIE SHOWS,
t W ^ OttSH FROM COMQUEJUNC CONQUESTS
STUPENDOUSLY PRESENTING
^THE WORLD'S BIGGEST AND GREATEST FEATURES^
*

•

Up to 5 5 %
Stronger!

•

Up to 6 0 % Mora
Non-Skid Angles!

•

Up to 3 2 %
Longer Mileage!

|Th* ssnsstionsl new Flrsston*
D« Laxe Champion Is nnc In
Assign, naw In mstariAls, new
In performance — YET BELLS
AT REG UL Ail PRICE I
Com*

In

2 2 T E N T S - a O O PEOPLE—20 CLOWNS
BO Y U S I C I A N S - S 3 . 2 7 0 D A I L Y E X P E N S E S

1

BIGGER—BETTER—GRANDER THAN EVER BEFORE
An Eclipsing Epoch In Ota World's Oroatost Shows
k

Now Creating a

NEW ERA IN TENTED AMUSEMENTS

Today

• Blackburn's Garage
Washington St.

M
j CMV

Rowland Motor Co.
I
So. Jefferson

.

I Riley's D-X Station
West Main
iley Baker's D-X Station
Fredonia, Ky.
I Jyron Williams Texaco
Plum St.
; onarch Station, Cadiz St.
Gayle Kilgore
i V. L. Mays, Cadiz St.
jfrjractor & Implement Tires

R E S E R V E D A N D ADMISSION T I C K E T S ON S A L E CIRCUS D A Y

Wood Drug Store

AT

FOR THE CHEAPEST —

Education
and job-training
benefits available to disabled
veterans are more liberal under
the Vocational Rehabilitation Act
(Public Law 16) than under the
G. I. Bill (Public Law 346), it
was emphasized today by officials at the Ohio-Michigan-Kentucky Branch Office of the Veterans Administration in Columbus (O.).
VA officials said that in nearly every instance it is to the
advantage of a disabled veteran
to receive his schooling or job
training under provisions of
Public Law 16.
Under the G. I. Bill, veterans
may be entitled to one year of
education, plus the time they
spent in service, up to a maximum of four years. Job-training
courses under the G. I. Bill generally are limited to two years.
Also, under the G. I. Bill, veterans are affected by the $175$200 monthly income-subsistence
ceiling.
Under Public Law 16, disabled
veterans may enroll in educational or training courses of sufficient length to permit them to
overcome their-handicaps. However, these courses usually do
not extend beyond four years.
They are advised into objectives
best suited for them in view of
their service-connected disabilities and their progress is supervised by VA training officers.
They are not affected by the
$175-$200 ceiling and they usually receive a higher subsistence rate. Also, disabled veterans who are entering training
under Public Law 16 are eligi-

CLOTHES
Sturdily Constructed For
Comfort A n d Long Wear
A t Great Savings

OR THE FINEST

WALL PAPER
G O T O CORNETTE'S

Dress for Work.

W e have the clothes that

are comfortable and suitable for the job.
O V E R 6 0 0 PATTERNS IN STOCK
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Fill your needs here today.

Buy What You Want—Return What You Do Not Need

Cornette's

708 SOUTH M A I N

...AliemttchP"

HOPItlNSVILLE

Where Your-

Hy or Low back overalls ....
Cotton work gloves
Work pants — Special lot
Shirts
;
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Three hundred and fifty farm
homes in Jefferson county will
have the protection of fire extinguishers as a result ot cooperation
between
homemakers
clubs, the fire department and
the Farm Bureau.
It all came about when Mrs.
Walter Gibson of the Fairmount
Homemakers Club successfully
put out a fire in her chicken
house with an extinguisher. A f ter that experience, she recommended to Home Agent Anna
K. Evans that farm homes generally have such protection. Upon
consultation with fire officials,
350 four-gallon, hand-pump, water-type fire extinguishers were
purchased from the War Assets
Administration at Camp Breckinridge.

Princeton, Kentucky
March .81, 1947
Notice is hereby given that the
Princeton Stockyard Corporation
is closing its business and that
the aald corporation is being dissolved qnd all persons having
claims against aald corporation
will present same at once to Joe
Altsheler at the office of the said
corporation in Princeton, Kentucky for payment. This dissolution is by the unanimous consent
ot all of the stock holders and
will be effective as of May 10,
1947.
Joe Altsheler, President,
Princeton Stockyard Corporation
4t—Apr. 24

Wc Are Prepared to Give You
<7

V

L(i

^

rfua

tmifa

<f

MOTH PROTECTION

Phone

111

Everybody Reads The Leader!

for snuff is highly cured and repeatedly fermented until most of
the nicotine has been worked
out. Then it is flavored with
such agents as salt, sugar, cinnamon, cloves, cassia, tonka, attar of roses, wintergreen and
mint. Some super types have sold
for as much as $25 an ounce,
but they were specially prepared
for an Indian maharajah who
insisted it be packed in gold foil.
Snuff is a quiet sort of pastime now, compared with its
18th century heyday when just
about everybody who was anybody in Europe sniffed it: kings,
queens, warriors and courtiers,
Napoleon and Marie Antoinette.
Queen Charlotte, wife of George
III, took it in such prodigious
quantities she was nicknamed
"Old Snuffy" by her rsrespectful court.
)

Spring Values

The U . S. Bureau of engravIn Norway, moit office w o r k ing and printing was set up in era work only from 0 a.m. until
1894.
3 p.m. six days a week.

Notice Of Dissolution
Of The Princeton
Stockyard Corporation

Farm Homes To Have
Fire Extinguishers

"IS

MORE"

THAN AN ORDINARY
PAINT
IT STAYS WHITE and PROTECTS LONGER
t

tyouUte
'Pxaudo^

Everybody reads The Leader!

'Ziouri'ity&Ke

nrmm

BPS OUTSIDE GLOSS WHITE is made to stay white,
clean and attractive for many years.
• Holds its Gloss and does not yellow or 'gray*
from atmospheric conditions.

S e e t h i s sectional sofa in our store now—use it

• It will give you the whitest white house on your
street and the most attractive.

in s e v e r a l different positions.
W e have several good numbers of bed room suites
— g o o d mahogany poster bed suites—walnut and solid

WALL BOND!

m a p l e in both full bed and twin beds.
Living

room — breagfast

suites — to

suit

• Use BPS Foundation Coat White for the Firs*
Coat' . . . it has remarkable hiding qualities.

your

Y e s , we also have in stock most all kinds of metal
and wood out-door furniture.
Make your selection
now w h i l e we have a full stock of the above.

GloSVflS

W e do not have any war made furniture to sell,

Wanren's

Princeton,

so s e e B R O W N ' S f o r the best.

Brown Furniture Store
Funeral Directors
AMBULANCE

Gives a soft, satiny finish that
has the ' appearance of being
handrubbed and polished.

Steger Lumber Co
Princeton,

SERVICE
Princeton, K y

P h o n e 666 or 457

Everywhere,

Kentucky

GKAND OLE OPHY
SAT 8 3 0 to 9 P M

What do you think railroads make?

you hear if said

Actually the railroads earned
only 2 % % In 1946.
To provide the service yon want,
railroads need to earn at least
B % . But estimates indicate that
even with the recent freight rati
Increase, the return for 194/ wiH
be only about half that requirement

The n e w a n d e v e n bigger-looking,

better-looking

Chevrolet for 1947

is the only car in its field with all these Big-Car
Big-Car beauty, comfort
and safety of Body by
Fisher

Moreover, in addition
to being the only car
that brings you
all these enviable
features of BIG-CAR
QUALITY A T LOWEST
C O S T , Chevrqjet also
s t a n d s out a s t h e
lowtt-pricmd
I'm• of
cars in its Mdl

Big-Car riding-smoothness

advantages:

Big-Car performance and
dependability of a Valvein-Head Thrift-Master
Engine

Big-Car safety of PosHiveAction Hydraulic Brakes

and road-steadiness of
Unitized Knee-Action

Stevens Chevrolet Co
Princeton, Ky.

Impartial research polls showthat.onthe
average, people think we make 15 % .They
also think a fair return would be 10%.
Do yon tor? a friend wbo i|
foil of pep who is going pfclll
fast? Per tap* you m e i s V
If yon're just loo tired or a »
hansted to do things . . and there's
nothing else wrong . . that Indicates
yon mar not be getting enough of
the right kind of vitamins and
minerals to maintain your vigor
and vitality.
If that's tree, by
"energising Vitawine!
Powerfully potent Vitawine contains 6 tirnas the adult mini mam
daily retirement of Vitamin B i ll timat the iron-—pirns oAet
vitamins and minerals 1
Scientifically formulated «« a
real aid to nature in rebuilding . , ,
and maintaining pap, ssrsngst, and
energy when yon're not getting
enough of the essential vfcamifes
and mineral* Vitawine contains,
(Ms tonic mar give reeubs when
many rthars fail! So—fry «MJMTpoumt Vita wine I

What We Make
But for the year 1946, with the biggest
peace-time traffic in history, the railroads earned only . . . 1M%. This is
less than one-half the comparable earnings for other industries.
The reasons for this low return are
not hard to find. Since 1939 railroad
wages have increased 52«/io% and the
prices of fuel, materials and supplies
have gone up 616Ao%.
But freight rates have just recently
been increased an average of only
17«/to56—a year after the effective date
of the last big wage increase.

Yhat About Thlt Tear?
It b estimated that the return for 1947,
even with the recent freight rate increase, will be only about half the 6%
minimum return required to provide
the improvements and service needed.
This will be because of increased costs
of materials and supplies; because certain wage increases granted in 194f

were m effect for only part of 1946 but
will be in effect for all of 1947; because
of increased special payroll taxes on
railroads; and because of a decline in
passenger business.

What Doet Thit Mean To You?
The answer is "Plenty!" Your standard
of living is the highest in the world because of MASS PRODUCTION.

B u t mass

production would not be possible without MASS TRANSPORTATION, which t h e

railroads provide at low cost.

Why 6 % /• Needed
The kind of service your standard of
living requires takes a lot of money for
new equipment and improvements, l b
carry out the post-war improvement
program for better equipment, tracks,
terminals and modern safety devices, •
minimum return of 6% is needed.

SOUTHEASTERN

So when the railroads make only 2H
cents on each $1.00 of their net prop*
erty investment, it concerns you.*
The funds for future new equipment
and improvements must come from railroad earnings and also from investors.
They will furnish money on reasonable
terms only if they have confidence in
the future earnings of the railroads.

You Have Another Stake In This
Even if you do not own any railroad
stocks or bonds, insurance companies
and savings banks do. So you still have
• special interest in seeing that the railroads are allowed enough to do a good
job . . . for you.
Wb are publishing this snd other
advertisements to talk with you at first
hand about matters whjchjre important to everybody
•On total property investment, the railroads

RAILROADS
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City And County
Teachers Plan To
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Fredonia Presbyterians
Celebrate Easter

State Convention
Will Be Held In
Louisville; All-State
Chorus To Sing

The annual State KEA convention will be held in Louisville
April 16-18.

The yopng people of the primary and intermediate Sunday
School classes of the First Presbyterian church presented an
Easter program Sunday morning.
Taking part were Dorothy
Brasher, Jane Belt, James York,
Marcella Holloman, Betty York,
Mary Louise Canada, Norris
Norman, Tommy Norman, Marshall Rushing, Billy Travis, Spur^
lin Rushing, Katie Jean Jaco,
Mary Sue Beavers, Bobby Williams, Sharon Rogers, Phyllis
Kay Rogers, Barber Holldman,
Kenneth Rushing, Dennie Brasher, Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett, and
Seth Wiggington.

Schools will be dismissed in
the county, if teachers attend,
otherwise they will not. Most of
the teachers are expected to
Presentation of class pins was
attend.
All teachers in the city schools by Supt. James Landis, for perare planning to attend the meet- fect attendance, to Jane Belt,
ing in Louisville, Russell Good- Mary Louise Canada, James
aker, principal at Eastside, said York and Thelma Mae Canada.
this week. City schools will be Immediately following the proclosed Wednesday through Fri- gram an Easter egg hunt was
enjoyed by the children on the
day of next week.
church grounds.
Adron Doran, Wingo, State
president, will preside at the
KEA sessions.
Three grand prizes in the essay
contest, "What Is The
United Nations and Why Should
the United States Support it",
Rev. David W. Schulherr and
will be awarded.
J. L. Groom, pastor and ruling
Three students -from Butler elder of Central Presbyterian
and Fredonia High schools en- Church, Princeton, will attend
tered the county contest but the Spring meeting of Princeton
were not eligible to compete in Presbytery at Kentucky Avenue
the district, since five pupils Presbyterian Church, Paducah,
from each county were required. this week.
Speakers on the program will
The Presbytery meeting will
be: Dr. N. B. Hardeman, presi- open at 3 o'clock Wednesday afdent, Freed-Hardeman College, ternoon, April 9, with a devoHenderson, Tenn.; Mrs. Pearl A. tional service. The meeting will
Wanamaker, president of the be devoted to business of the
National Education Association; presbytery. At the night session,
Louis Lochner, newspaper cor- Rev. Herman M. Gross, of the
respondent, lecturer and radio Mayfield church, will deliver
commentator; Strickland Gillian, the sermon as retiring moderator
past President of America] Press of the presbytery. Rev. Mr.
Humorists, and Charles Phelps Schulherr and Rev. R. O. Garden,
Taft, brother of Senator Robert Madisonville, will administer the
A. Taft.
sacraments at the communion
There will be many sectional service following the sermon.
speakers and discussions dealThursday's session will deal
ing with various subjects taught with matters pertaining to busiin the schools.
ness of the several churches of
The All-Kentucky High School the presbytery, reports of standChorus will be on the program ing committees and election of
of the general session, which will commissioners to the general
•be held Thursday night, April assembly of the church.
17. This chorus of 350 high
Rev. Charles W. Dilworth,
school students recruited from pastor
of
the
Presbyterian
the entire State, will sing under churches at Fredonia and Kutdirection of Robert L. Shaw, of tawa,
is
stated
clerk
and
the Juilliard School of Music.
treasurer.

DROP IN AT
could be better on a fine Spring Day than a delicious Cherry Pi,
Bake one for your family while you have the sugar.

What

ARMADA RED CHERRIES, sour pitted,
SEEDLESS

RAISINS

MRS. G O R D O N BRIGHT, Prop.
Phone 6 9 8 - W

Located in front of Ball Park

U

oz. pkg.

i Q j

•>»«»•

lOf

PRUNES

L A K G E

2-lb. pkg.

4 1 1 ,

NAA8 RED TOMATO

PORK & BEANS 16 oz. can

I * 2%

CATSUP

LOVING CUP,

C1

LB. 37c

COFFEE

HO

3 lbs. for ^ I . U /

14-oz. bottle ZU(

LITE FLAKE

25-lb. bag

O l ^

CURTIS BRAND

SYRUP

I Ll\

MACKERAL

LARD

SNACKS

M b . pkg.

CRESCENT FURNITURE

POLISH

.OC
^

16-oz. can Z j {

CAltAMEL

J7?

CORN

j Q ,

DEHYDRATED

24-oz. bottle

ap

FLOUR

CHOCOLATE, BONUS BRAND

16-oz. jar

IV

8 I 2 E

HEINZ PREWAR FORMULA

SWIFT'S BLAND

brown wool and rayon pants,
size 14 yrs; all in good condition, and freshly cleaned and
pressed. Phone 451-J. Mrs. H.
C. P'Pool, Hopkinsville Rd.,
Princeton.
ltp

No. 2 can 29?

q

bag

Vf
|1

LIME

10-lb. pkg.

SUNSHINE HI-HO

SUNSHINE KRISPY

CRACKERS

CRACKERS

Qnelk Qlutii and Vegetable*
IDAHO

WINESAP,

POTATOES 10-lb. mesh bag

APPLES

SWEET, YELLOW NANCY HALL

LARGE TEXAS SEEDLESS

POTATOES

GRAPEFRUIT

Bu. 3.25

lb,

US NO. 1 GRADE

10 lbs. 1.05,

Bu

1(

Weekend Meat
PORK LOIN OR RIB END

CENTER CUTS

ROAST

PORK CHOPS

POUND LAYERS, RIND OFF

BLUE BONNET

SLICED B A C O N

OLEOMARGARINE

Listen to " B i n * S i n g s "

Daily 9 A . M . W S O N Henderson,

Ky

Red Front Stores
The needlefish and some catfish swim with their heads down.

MORE

FOR

YOUR MONEY ALL THE

TIME

ESPECIALLY — JOINER'S Eveready, Ray-O-Vac, A-B battery packs $6.25; flashlight
batteries 2 for 15c; 8" Black
Diamond files 25c.
2tc
FOR SALE: Rubber tired, wagons—from $75 to $125; twowheel trailers from
$50 to
$100. Two motorcycles,
one
1940 Harley-Davidson 74; one
1939 Indian Chief, 74; three
Model A Fords in good shape;
one pick-up. Two are 2-doors.
One 270 amps, gas drum electric welder on wheels for sale
or trade. R. R. Sewell Garage,
Maple Ave.
4tp

AfL>ull5Ut
BEGINNING AT 10 A.M
I will offer for sale the following property of the late Byrd Farmer
estate. Located on the Creswell and Enon Road 1 Vi miles from
Creswell store.

WE HAVE a good supply of batteries
for cars and trucks.
Hodge Motor Sales, W. Main
St. Phone 87.
ltc
MONUMENTS: John Davis and
Son. Phone 96.
tfc
FIR PLYWOOD — Just unloaded a quantity of V*", %",
%", and
fir plywood. Also
have some 5/16" fir plyscore,
and some % " fir Weldtex. Steger Lumber Co., Phone 517-J.
2tc

For the best in quality merchandise, select from our stock the
Dress, Suit, Coat or Hat you ve
been wanting at our sale

PAINTING, paper hanging, electric appliance repairs. Work
guaranteed. Reuben Vickery,
803 N. Jefferson.
tfc
BUILDING MATERIALS — We
have screen doors, blind stop,
screen
moulding,
quarter
round, kiln dried pine lumber,
hardboard,
asbestos
cement
board,
brick, cement,
and
many other scarce building
materials. Steger Lumber Co.,
Phone 517-J.
3tc
STRAWBERRY PLANTS f o r
sale. Blakemore variety. Lacy
Keel, 3 ml. out Marion Highway. Route 6.
8tp
LARGE SIZE CUBAN

PINEAPPLES
FOR CANNING
GET YOURS N O W !
Excellent Quality — Ripe and
sweet. Just right for canning.
CRATE 5 2 5
MED. SIZE

DOZ. 3.00

SWEET JUICY FLORIDA
O R A N G E S
JUMBO 126 SIZE
DOZ. 3 9 0
40 LB. BAG
_
1.99

A & P Food Stares

TEEMS: CASH
Auctioneer

Owner

IF YOU WANT fishing worms
be sure to see Sam Pruett at
Crowtown. He has them.
ltp
SEE C. E. BRINKLEY for your
pruning and spraying needs.
Tel. 783-W.
*ltp
FOR RENT: Three-room bate
ment apartment. 600 East Mar
ket Street.
'
ltj
FOR SALE: 2 good used boys'
suits, site 14 yrs. 1 Brown, 1
dark blue, also 2 pr. of dark

See these Remarkable Values and
buy yours while styles and sizes are
available . . . .

FRIDAY
And

SATURDAY
ONLY

l/{

